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Introduction

People value nature for different reasons and usually for a variety of reasons. 
I value the big, beautiful mystery of it. The more you search, the more 

you realize every species, natural community, or landform has a long, beautiful 
story behind it, and science and the human mind are only prepared to compre-
hend the first few pages. 

An endangered salamander stares back at me from her rock crevice in the 
North Carolina mountains. I think about how she coevolved with the specific 
type of forest that surrounds us, which is one of the most diverse in the world. 
An early version of this forest type used to span the northern hemisphere of 
the Pangaea supercontinent hundreds of millions of years ago, and now the 
best remaining examples exist where I stand and in China. 
The salamander has probably existed as a species for more 
than 20 million years and might only be around a little 
while longer. Then I realize, at that moment, I’m probably 
the only person on the planet having face time with this 
species and on its terms. 

I became a biologist because I crave these experiences, 
but they come at a cost. You become deeply aware of how 
tragic the biodiversity crisis really is. You feel compelled to 
do something about it, and you hope others can be con-
vinced to find value in the information you provide and 
actually use it for the greater good.

In the United States alone, we have lost between 100 
and 500 species since European settlement. The current 
global species extinction rate is 1,000 to 10,000 times the normal background 
rate throughout the earth’s biological history. Such a spike hasn’t happened 
since a large asteroid struck the earth 65 million years ago. Now we are the 
asteroid. 

There are all sorts of perfectly practical and utilitarian reasons why the 
loss of species should concern everyone. But I like to think of it this way: 
Losing species and ecosystems in the name of growth and progress is like 
selling your organs. You can make a quick buck, but you have lost parts of 
yourself. You have to assume they have value, regardless of whether you un-
derstand them. 

The biodiversity crisis is driven primarily by habitat loss, which is no sur-
prise. In the United States, only 42 percent of the land remains covered with 
natural vegetation, more than half the wetlands have been filled since the 
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American Revolution, and we continue to lose about 1.6 million acres of open 
space each year to development. 

We have all witnessed the disappearance of these places. The woods around 
my house in south Florida, where I played as a child and went hunting with 
my dad, have become subdivisions and strip malls. The blissful wildflower 
meadows of the Colorado Front Range, where I learned botany, suffered the 
same fate. Fortunately, communities around the country have stepped up and 
taken action by forming land trusts to protect the natural lands they love. This 
movement has grown exponentially in recent years and focuses on working 
with willing landowners to protect private lands for the public good. This is 
particularly important for biodiversity conservation because private lands hold 
a disproportionate number of rare or at-risk species and ecosystems compared 
with public lands. 

This handbook evolved from my experiences working as a consulting and 
staff biologist for land trusts across the country and from my involvement with 
biodiversity sessions at Rally, the Land Trust Alliance’s National Land Con-
servation Conference. During this time, I have noticed that: 

 1. Land trust workers often wish to incorporate biological infor-
mation and protections into their projects but, since they are 
usually not biologists, are not sure how to proceed. 

 2. Biologists and consultants, who wish to help land trusts, are 
not clear on what types of biological information the land 
trusts need, how the data will be used, and how land trusts 
operate. 

 3. Landowners are unsure of how their land protection project 
will benefit from such information.

This book is meant to help bridge these gaps between conservation science 
and its application to the protection of private lands. The goal is to help land 
trust practitioners and landowners understand what biodiversity is, how it’s 
conserved, how the important biological attributes of a project are identified 
and documented, and how to translate this information into protection and 
management. It is also meant to help biologists, consultants, and landowners 
understand the role and responsibilities of land trusts, what types of biologi-
cal information are most useful, and how this information is used in the land 
protection process. 

In a rush to make a land protection deal happen, biological assessments and 
inventories are sometimes viewed as unnecessary, complicated, and expensive. 
To the contrary, they can bolster land protection projects and can be easier 
and less expensive than most people think. Besides identifying strategic, high-
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quality projects that maximize conservation benefits, an analysis of biologi-
cal conservation values can facilitate the land protection process by enhanc-
ing grant applications and inspiring interest from funders. Biological reports 
can also help defend the project from future legal challenges, which can be of 
particular interest to landowners claiming tax deductions for the donation or 
bargain sale of a conservation easement. 

Losing species and ecosystems in the name of growth and progress is 
like selling your organs. You can make a quick buck, but you have lost 
parts of yourself. 

This book reviews free data sources that allow land trusts to assess a wide 
range of biological attributes easily, quickly, and inexpensively at the very be-
ginning of the land protection process, when such information is most use-
ful. The use of on-the-ground biological inventories is also discussed, includ-
ing what type of biologist to use, when such studies are recommended, what 
they should entail, and how to gain the most useful information for the least 
amount of time and money. 

Finally, the book discusses biological reports and how they inform land trust 
activities, such as project selection, fundraising, drafting conservation ease-
ment language, compiling baseline documentation, and writing management 
plans. The text emphasizes how the biological analysis process can help land 
trust projects conform to Land Trust Standards and Practices, the Internal Rev-
enue Code (IRC), and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Treasury Regulations, 
and ultimately contribute to conserving biodiversity.
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O N E

Land Trusts’ Role in Protecting  
Biodiversity on Private Lands 

It’s well known that voluntary protection of private land is essential to the 
conservation of biodiversity in the United States (Wilcove et al. 1996; 

Knight 1999). Private lands tend to coincide with high levels of species di-
versity because they often have more productive soils and are located at lower 
elevations compared to public lands, which are historically less desirable for 
logging, farming, or development (Scott et al. 2001). Two-thirds of the species 
listed as federally endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species 
Act (ESA), and over half of all imperiled species in the United States, occur on 
private land (Master et al. 2000). 

As nonprofit organizations working to conserve land for the public benefit, 
land trusts can help fulfill this conservation need by working with private land-
owners to acquire fee title to property or, more often, to acquire a conservation 
easement. A conservation easement is a voluntary, legal agreement negotiated 
between a land trust and a landowner that restricts certain activities on the 
land, such as commercial or residential development, in order to protect certain 
conservation values, such as the protection of natural areas. In many cases, the 
owner is entitled to take advantage of significant federal and state tax incen-
tives in exchange for a donation or bargain sale (sale for less than fair market 
value) of the conservation easement or fee title to a land trust, based on the 
appraised value of such a donation.

The land trust movement and voluntary private land protection has skyrock-
eted in recent years. The number of land trusts increased 32 percent between 
2000 and 2005, and the amount of land protected by these groups doubled dur-
ing this period and totaled over 37 million acres (an area roughly the size of the 
state of Georgia), according to the 2005 National Land Trust Census (Aldrich 
and Wyerman 2006). The majority of this land was conserved by a handful of 
large national organizations such as The Nature Conservancy, Ducks Unlim-
ited, The Conservation Fund, and The Trust for Public Land. However, the 
vast majority of private land conservation organizations are smaller state, re-
gional, or local land trusts. These groups work in every state and have protected 
millions of acres of land. The Land Trust Alliance (www.lta.org), a national 
organization that represents more than 1,700 land trusts, conducts a periodic 
census of land trusts and the acreage they protect.
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Local land trusts typically focus on protecting lands important to the local 
community, which means they may pursue many types of land protection proj-
ects besides the strict protection of natural areas for biodiversity. Such projects 
include farms, ranch and forestry lands, recreational parks, public view sheds, 
and areas of historical significance. However, one study shows that 97 percent 
of local land trusts claim the protection of wildlife habitat or biodiversity as 
part of their mission, and 60 percent claim habitat conservation as a primary 
focus of their organization (Defenders of Wildlife 2006). Given that habitat 
destruction and degradation contribute to the endangerment of 85 percent of 
imperiled species in the United States (Wilcove et al. 2000), the potential of 
local land trusts to contribute to protecting biodiversity is significant. But that 
potential can only be fully realized if such conservation is done intentionally 
with proper analysis and planning.

Given that habitat destruction and degradation contribute to the en-
dangerment of 85 percent of imperiled species in the United States, 
the potential of local land trusts to contribute to protecting biodiversity 
is significant.

For land trusts working to protect biodiversity, knowing the biological con-
servation values of a potential land protection project is important when de-
ciding whether to take it on. The information is also critical for drafting the 
conservation easement, the baseline documentation report required by the IRS 
for a charitable contribution of an easement, and a land management plan (see 
chapter seven). This information is also useful for fundraising efforts, such as 
grant applications and campaign appeals, as well as outreach efforts, such as 
donor cultivation and newsletters.

You Can’t Protect What You Don’t Know About 

Simply placing a conservation easement on a property doesn’t mean that 
its important biological attributes have been protected. Each easement is 
the outcome of negotiations between the land trust and the landowner. 
Many easements contain reserved rights that allow limited development 
or improvements, such as new house sites and accessory structures, barns, 
driveways, roads, or uses such as commercial forestry and agriculture. While 
such reserved rights are not necessarily incompatible with biodiversity pro-
tection, they can have a degrading effect without proper information and 
planning. For example, without the involvement of a biologist, a land trust 
may unknowingly negotiate an easement that allows building on sections 
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of the land where rare plants or animals occur or allows the construction of 
a driveway through a rare forest community type. In addition to restrict-
ing building or other activities on the land, some properties require active 
management to maintain their important biological values. For example, a 
landowner may need to control invasive plant species to prevent them from 
taking over native plants and habitat. Drafting an easement or a manage-
ment plan is a form of conservation planning, and good planning requires 
good information. 

Simply placing a conservation easement on a property doesn’t mean 
that its important biological attributes have been protected.

It’s the Professional Thing to Do 

Land trusts have a responsibility to operate effectively and ensure that land 
conservation efforts are lasting, which means they must operate strategically 
and carry out quality, well-informed, and well-documented projects. To this 
end, the Land Trust Alliance has published ethical and technical guidelines 
for the responsible operation of a land trust known as Land Trust Standards 
and Practices. All member organizations are required to adopt the standards 
and practices as the guiding principles for their operations, indicating their 
commitment to upholding the public trust and the credibility of the land trust 
community as a whole. 

Protecting a project’s biological values begins with careful biological anal-
ysis and documentation. This information helps the land trust conform to 
a number of standards and practices, particularly the practices under stan-
dard 8, “Evaluating and Selecting Conservation Projects.” These include 
determining if a project meets selection criteria (practice 8B), document-
ing conservation values of a project (practice 8F), planning properly so that 
conservation values are protected (practice 8G), and documenting the pub-
lic benefit of transactions (practice 8D). Biological data are also critical for 
drafting conservation easements (practice 9E), preparing the baseline docu-
mentation report (practice 11B), monitoring easement compliance (practice 

RESOURCE FOR PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY

For an overview of how land trusts can work to protect biodiversity, see Land Trusts and 
Biodiversity by Douglas E. Booth (Milwaukee, Wis.: Driftless Conservation Books, 2007) .
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11C), managing the land (practice 12C), and monitoring land trust fee prop-
erties (practice 12D).

For easement projects that involve tax deductions by the landowner, bio-
logical reports help land trusts determine if the project meets applicable fed-
eral and state requirements (practice 8C), including the IRS’s “conservation 
purposes test” under IRC 170(h), particularly the “protection of a relatively 
natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or similar ecosystem.” The IRS Trea-
sury Regulations (1.170A-14[d][3]) suggest such biological features should 
be “significant” and may include, but are not limited to, “rare, endangered, and 
threatened species,” “high quality examples” of terrestrial or aquatic communi-
ties, or natural areas that contribute to the ecological viability of other adjacent 
or nearby protected areas. These attributes are often identified in the easement 
document as conservation values, the specific (and significant) attributes of a 
property that the restrictions in the easement are meant to protect. (Chapter 
six provides examples of how biological data can be used to inform the drafting 
of conservation easements.) 

As a method of establishing the significance of conservation values, it’s 
helpful to identify those values whose conservation is supported by govern-
ment programs. (Chapter Four provides information on a number of such 
programs that identify priority geographic areas, species, and habitats for 
the purposes of guiding conservation action.) Thus, a report analyzing the 
significant biological conservation values of an easement project may be 
particularly important to landowners who wish to claim income tax deduc-
tions and are concerned about potential IRS audits or challenges (Byers and 
Ponte 2005). 

In the cases of Glass v. Commissioner (2006) and Kiva Dunes Conservation 
LLC and E. A. Drummond v. Commissioner (2009), the IRS challenged the nat-
ural habitat conservation purpose claimed under IRC 170(h). The outcomes 
of both trials were generally in favor of the taxpayers and rested heavily on bio-
logical reports in the baseline document that documented how the easements 
protected priority species and their habitat. Not only are well-documented 
and executed projects important to protecting biodiversity and complying with 
professional standards, they also protect the tax benefits of landowners and 
provide a foundation for strong legal defense. 

RESOURCE FOR EVALUATING CONSERVATION PROJECTS

For more information, see Evaluating and Selecting Conservation Projects by Jane Ellen 
Hamilton and Jonathan Moore (Washington, D.C.: Land Trust Alliance, 2007).
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Barriers to Biological Assessments 

While large land trusts such as The Nature Conservancy use some of the most 
sophisticated methods and highly trained biologists in the world to inform 
their land protection projects, most land trusts tend to operate on very small 
budgets, and the majority have no staff. Even those with paid staff are unlikely 
to have a staff biologist, particularly with a background in conservation plan-
ning and a variety of field naturalist skills. 

Often, land trusts rely on volunteers or board members to assess a proj-
ect’s conservation values and conduct site inspections. However, there is little 
practical guidance available to nonbiologists for assessing, documenting, and 
protecting biological values on land trust projects. 

If the funds are available, a consulting biologist may be hired to assess the 
project. (Funding may come from the land trust, from grants, or from the 
landowner.) However, the biologist may not really understand how a land trust 
operates, what its legal obligations and professional standards are, how the in-
formation will be used by the land trust, and exactly how much and what kind 
of information is needed. (See chapter six for more information on assessing 
biological values and choosing a biologist.) In some cases, this can lead to very 
expensive studies and reports that miss the most important types of informa-
tion or go beyond what is necessary for the project. 

Another challenge is that many land trust workers and landowners assume a 
biological assessment of a project will be a waste of time if no state or federally 
listed endangered or threatened species are found. While such listed species 
are certainly a high priority for conservation, biodiversity conservation requires 

EXAMPLE: Biological Inspection Finds Rare Nesting Birds

The North American Land Trust worked 
with a landowner who wished to place a 
conservation easement on a large ranch and 
exclude a particular portion of the property 
from the easement as building envelopes for 
a small number of private residences. During 
the initial site inspection by the land trust, 
a staff biologist discovered a population of 
endangered birds nesting in the area pro-
posed for the building envelopes. The land 

trust then worked with the owner to locate 
the building envelopes in a less sensitive area 
of the property and permanently protect the 
breeding habitat for the birds, which became 
one of the significant conservation values of 
the project. Without the involvement of a 
biologist, the biological values would have 
unknowingly been degraded and the truly 
significant conservation opportunities would 
have gone unnoticed. 
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a focus on a much wider array of priority biological features, including rare or 
at-risk species, vegetation types, and habitats. These features are much more 
likely to occur on a project, making the odds of finding important conservation 
features much higher.
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T W O

Biodiversity: What Should  
We Protect and Why?

If you’re involved with a land trust, you are already aware of the loss of natu-
ral areas in your community, but you may not be aware of the magnitude of 

the impact on biodiversity. More than 100 U.S. species are already known to 
have been lost to extinction and another 400 species have not been observed 
in many years and are considered possibly extinct (Master et al. 2000). The 
federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) currently lists over 1,300 species as 
threatened or endangered within the United States, and the rate of new listings 
averages between 5 and 8 percent a year. 

However, listings under the ESA are very time consuming, expensive, and 
politically influenced. While classifying a species as endangered is often a 
political determination, there are far more species that scientists consider to 
be in trouble that remain unlisted under the ESA. Using a more biologically 
valid system for ranking species’ imperilment created by the Natural Heritage 

Secure/
Apparently

Secure–67%

Presumed/
Possibly Extinct–1%

Critically 
Imperiled–7%

Imperiled–8%

Vulnerable–16%

Other–1%

Proportion of U.S. Species at Risk. Approximately one-third of species in the United States 

are considered to be at risk. (From NatureServe.)
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Network, researchers found that one-third of the native flora and fauna in the 
United States is considered to be of conservation concern or at risk (Master et 
al. 2000). This includes 14 percent of all bird species, 16 percent of mammals, 
33 percent of flowering plants, 36 percent of amphibians, 37 percent of fresh-
water fish, and 69 percent of freshwater mussels. 

Some may argue there is no need for alarm, that species go extinct naturally. 
Although it is true that extinction is natural, the problem is that the current 
rate of species extinction is far from natural. Worldwide, species are going ex-
tinct at a rate 1,000 to 10,000 times greater than the natural background rate 
recorded in the fossil record (Baillie et al. 2004). During the last 450 million 
years, there have been five major mass extinction events when the extinction 
rate reached levels close to the current period. The last mass extinction event 
occurred when the dinosaurs disappeared, which is largely believed to be the 
result of an asteroid strike. Now we are in the sixth mass extinction event 
(Wilson 1992), and we are the asteroid.

Freshwater Mussels

Crayfishes

Stoneflies

Freshwater Fishes

Amphibians

Flowering Plants

Gymnosperms

Ferns/Fern Allies

Tiger Beetles

Butterflies/Skippers

Reptiles

Dragonflies/Damselflies

Mammals

Birds

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Presumed/Possibly Extinct (GX/GH)

Critically Imperiled (G1)

Imperiled (G2)

Vulnerable (G3)

Percent of Species

14%

16%

18%

18%

19%

19%

22%

24%

33%

36%

37%

43%

51%
69%

Proportion of Species at Risk by Plant and Animal Group. (From NatureServe.) 
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What’s Threatening Biodiversity? 

According to a comprehensive analysis of the threats to biodiversity in the 
United States (Wilcove et al. 2000), direct habitat destruction and habitat deg-
radation rank the highest and contribute to the endangerment of 85 percent of 
imperiled species. This is not surprising when you consider that only 42 per-
cent of U.S. lands remain covered with natural vegetation (Bryer et al. 2000), 
more than half the nation’s wetlands have been filled since the American Rev-
olution (Dahl 1990), and about 1.6 million acres of open space are lost each 
year to development (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2009). 
The natural areas that do remain are often small, fragmented, 
or isolated and lack natural ecological processes, thus degrad-
ing their potential as habitat. 

The second largest threat is alien (nonnative and invasive) 
species that affect 49 percent of at-risk species, especially 
plants, birds, and fish. This is followed by pollution (24 per-
cent), which affects mostly aquatic organisms and is primarily 
due to siltation in streams and rivers; overexploitation (17 per-
cent), which affects mostly mammals, reptiles, and butterflies 
through poaching or collecting; and disease (3 percent). The 
numbers total more than 100 percent because most species 
face multiple threats. Then, of course, there is human-caused 
climate change, which is changing plants’ and animals’ historic 
ranges and shaking up entire biotic communities, undoubtedly 
leading to extinctions among a wide variety of species (Love-
joy and Hannah 2005). 

It’s well known that land conservation is the best tool for 
conserving biodiversity (Soulé and Wilcox 1980; WRI, IUCN, 
and UNEP 1992). Land trusts’ protection and management 
actions can contribute to the conservation of biodiversity by 
counteracting the above threats on private lands and by en-
larging and linking protected areas that will support range 
shifts by plants and animals in the future, allowing them to 
adapt to climate change (Hannah et al. 2002).

Why Is Biodiversity Important? 

People value nature for different reasons, usually a combination of aesthetic, 
utilitarian, and intrinsic values (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Aesthetic reasons 
include protecting natural or wild areas as sources of inspiration, reflection, or 
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scenic beauty. Utilitarian benefits include ecosystem services such as carbon se-
questration or the production of clean air and water, wild animals for hunting 
or food crop pollination, plant species as potential sources of medicine, gene 
pools for agricultural breeding, or open spaces for outdoor recreation. 

The aesthetic and utilitarian benefits of na-
ture conservation are important to our quality 
of life and our survival, but simply using these 
motivations alone to guide conservation deci-
sions will likely lead to further extinctions and 
degradation of nature. For example, biological-
ly important areas may not be considered scenic 
or inspirational, and many species have no ob-
vious usefulness to humans—or science is not 
yet capable of understanding such uses. 

Perhaps the greatest reason to protect bio-
diversity is that nature is exceedingly complex, 
interdependent, and interconnected, in ways we 

often can’t understand. Thus, the best way to protect the parts we like is to 
keep all the parts. Another reason to protect nature as a whole is for its intrin-
sic value: protecting all plants and animals from extinction due to human ac-
tions for their own sake because they simply have the right to exist. Protecting 
the whole of nature is a big task. To make the most of our limited conservation 
resources, we must systematically determine which elements of biodiversity are 
most vulnerable to degradation or extinction and work toward their protection 
and recovery.

What Is Biodiversity? 

A 2002 poll commissioned by the Biodiversity Project found that 68 percent 
of the American public has never heard of biodiversity (Biodiversity Project 
2002). Even fewer actually understand what it means, which is likely, in part, 
because there is no universally accepted definition. A quick sound-bite defini-
tion might be “the totality of life on earth,” which is accurate and conveys the 
broad-scale and interconnected aspects of the concept. But it doesn’t give the 
conservation practitioner enough to work with because it’s too general and 
doesn’t provide guidance for strategic conservation efforts. One might reason 
that any property with plants and animals has biodiversity on it and is worth 
protecting. But protecting land comes at a cost and the stakes are high. A more 
discriminating understanding of biodiversity is needed to determine conserva-
tion priorities.

“The last word in ignorance is the man who 
says of an animal or plant: What good is it? 
If the land mechanism as a whole is good, 
then every part is good, whether we under-
stand it or not. If the biota, in the course of 
aeons, has built something we like but do 
not understand, then who but a fool would 
discard seemingly useless parts? To keep 
every cog and wheel is the first precaution 
of intelligent tinkering.” —Aldo Leopold, A 
Sand County Almanac (Oxford, U.K.: Oxford 
University Press, 1949)
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Many assume biodiversity is simply another word for species diversity and 
is measured by how many species occur in a certain area. This measure doesn’t 
tell us anything about the relative priority among species for conservation pur-
poses and can lead to decisions that are actually harmful to biodiversity. For 
example, some may reason that since biodiversity is declining due to loss of 
habitat, creating a higher diversity of habitats, and thus species, in any given 
place is better than fewer (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). 

Uninformed attempts to maximize habitat and species diversity on a prop-
erty (usually “watchable” wildlife or game species) by conducting heavy-handed 
management, such as logging, disking the soil and installing food crops, and 
creating permanent openings, can, in certain contexts, actually work against 
biodiversity conservation as a whole by degrading high-integrity natural com-
munities or rare species habitat, increasing fragmentation, or hastening the 
spread of invasive species. For example, in some cases clear-cutting a stand of 
old growth forest can lead to a higher diversity of bird species (usually common 
species) on the site, but the other species that depend on old growth forests (like 
the northern spotted owl or more obscure species like beetles, fungi, lichens, 
and mosses) will be one step closer to extinction when this rare habitat is lost. 
While maintaining species diversity at the scale of the entire planet is a valid 
goal for biodiversity conservation, at any smaller scale what you are protecting 
becomes more important than how many (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).

Biodiversity, as a working concept, is very complex and multidimensional 
(another reason why many people don’t fully understand it). After all, you are 
basically trying to describe how life is organized. It’s a big topic. A more dis-
criminating description of biodiversity is “the totality of life on earth across all 
organizational levels, such as genes, populations, species, communities, ecosys-
tems, and landscapes (ecoregions and biomes), as well as the interactions and 
processes that sustain each level, and the range of variability within all levels, 
across space and time.” 

This description picks apart “the totality of life on earth” into more rec-
ognizable, measureable units. It conveys that biodiversity is much more than 
species diversity and is actually composed of multiple, nested, and hierarchi-
cal levels of organization and that there are a range of types (or composition) 
in each level. For example, there are a variety of genes within a population, a 
variety of populations within a species, a variety of species in a community, a 
variety of communities in an ecosystem, and so on. In addition to composition 
(variety and identity), the range of variation within each level also includes 
structure, such as the structure of a population (abundance, density, proportion 
of juveniles versus breeding adults, etc.) or the physical structure of habitat in a 
forest community (abundance and density of trees, proportional arrangement 
of vertical strata, abundance and decay class of woody debris). This definition 
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of biodiversity also indicates that each level and the range of variation within it 
is sustained by ecological interactions (such as competition and predation) and 
natural processes (such as nutrient cycling, fire, flooding, and hurricanes). In 
other words, each level of biodiversity also has a functional component.

So, in effect, each level of biodiversity (populations, species, ecosystems, 
etc.) consists of three components—composition, structure, and function—
which are interdependent and dictate the variation of life within each level, 
while, at the same time, make up the level itself (Noss 1990).

Biodiversity, as a working concept, is very complex and multidimensional. 

On the ground, there are spatial patterns to how biodiversity is expressed. 
For example, individual species, community types, and ecosystem types natu-
rally vary in their distribution patterns across the earth’s surface. They naturally 

Compositional, Structural, and Functional Components of Biodiversity. Components shown 

as interconnected spheres. (From EPA, Watershed Academy: http://water.epa.gov/learn/training/wacademy/in-

dex.cfm. Redrafted from Noss 1990.) 
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occur in some areas but not others. (For instance, palm trees are distributed in 
the tropics but not in the Arctic. The opposite is true for polar bears.) 

Such spatial patterns are discernible over areas of different sizes or spatial 
scales (Poiani et al. 2000). For instance, a salamander may spend its entire 
life near a vernal pool where it breeds (a local-scale species) but a wolf may 
range across many habitat types and hundreds of thousands of hectares (a 
coarse-scale species). Certain small-patch plant community types can natu-
rally be restricted to an outcrop of serpentine rock while others can span an 
entire region. 

The functional components of biodiversity, such as natural disturbances, 
also occur at different spatial scales. An average wind-throw event in an east-
ern forest may create canopy openings less than one-quarter acre in size, while 
an average wildfire event in a western forest may affect hundreds of acres. 

Patterns of biodiversity also naturally happen at different time scales. For 
example, the natural fire-return interval in some forest types can be once every 
10 years, while in others it is once in more than 300 years. Over longer time 
periods, ecosystems naturally change and move in response to a changing cli-
mate or other factors, and new species evolve while others naturally go extinct. 

Four Geographical Scales of Biodiversity. This figure illustrates four defined geographic scales for species and 

ecosystems: local, intermediate, coarse, and regional. (From ConserveOnline, Conserve by Design Gateway: http://conserve 

online.org/workspaces/cbdgateway/era/standards/std_7. Adapted from Poiani et al. 2000.)
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Conserving Biodiversity 

So if biodiversity is so variable, what are we trying to conserve? The previ-
ous description generally conveys how biodiversity is organized and measured, 
but it doesn’t necessarily identify which aspects are immediate priorities for 
protection. After all, biodiversity will likely continue to exist, in some form or 
another, regardless of what we as humans do to the planet. Oddly, our effort to 
conserve biodiversity is less about conserving biodiversity per se as it is about 
conserving (or restoring) the natural range of variation within biodiversity. Ex-
amples of this natural range of variation include the natural distribution and 
abundance of a species, the natural variety of species and structural conditions 
in a forest type, or the natural intensity, scale, and frequency of natural distur-
bance (such as fire or flooding).  

The definition of natural is often a topic of debate. Because the modern 
biodiversity crisis in North America is primarily a response to the massive and 
pervasive environmental impacts that have taken place since the arrival of Eu-
ropeans, the pre-European settlement period is often used as a baseline among 
conservation biologists for defining natural. While imperfect, it is believed 
that this period, as opposed to more recent periods, provides a better measure 
of the conditions under which patterns of biodiversity most recently evolved—
the environment to which plants and animals are adapted. Human actions 
that push these conditions too far outside the natural range of variation can 
lead to the degradation of biodiversity, often in ways we can’t predict. Due to 
the pervasiveness of human influence, we will never restore natural conditions 
completely, but the pre-European settlement period still provides a meaningful 
baseline reference for gauging modern human impacts.

The goal of conserving biodiversity is to maintain or restore all native 
species and ecosystems, and the natural processes that support them, 
in natural patterns of abundance, quality, and distribution across the 
landscape.

To be successful, conservation planning for biodiversity must strive to 
maintain or restore the natural variation across all levels of organization—
from genes to ecosystems (not just species)—including the three components 
(composition, structure, function) that sustain each level. It must also occur at 
multiple geographic spatial scales—from local to landscape (Noss 1990; Poiani 
et al. 2000). While that sounds pretty complicated, conservation action still 
happens by focusing on features on the ground that can be inventoried and 
prioritized, such as occurrences of species populations, habitats, and ecological 
communities. Thus, in more practical terms, the goal of conserving biodiver-
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sity is to maintain or restore all native species and ecosystems, and the natural 
processes that support them, in natural patterns of abundance, quality, and 
distribution across the landscape. By analyzing which aspects of biodiversity 
are farthest from their natural patterns (under- or overrepresented), biologists 
can determine priorities for protection and management. Fortunately, a num-
ber of these priorities have already been identified through government and 
nonprofit programs, which we will explore in the next chapters. 
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T H R E E

Priority Biological Features 

So how do land trusts know what the conservation priorities for biodiversity 
are in their service area? 

Biodiversity-related conservation priorities can be in the form of priority 
biological features (such as on-the-ground occurrences of at-risk species or 
habitats) and priority geographic areas within a landscape (such as a general-
ized area important for carnivore dispersal). Within the scope of a conserva-
tion project, these priorities can serve as the significant conservation values of a 
conservation easement or the focus of a management plan. In order to be valid, 
identification of conservation priorities should be based on objective, repeat-
able methodologies that are scientifically credible. This may require extensive 
on-the-ground inventory work throughout the state or region to assess the 
abundance, distribution, and condition of a wide variety of species and eco-
systems. It may also require extensive analyses of the landscape using remote 
sensing technology and Geographic Information System (GIS) software, so-
phisticated statistical algorithms, and input from a number of experts. This is 
clearly beyond the capabilities of most land trusts. 

Fortunately, there are a number of programs, sponsored or used by government 
agencies and operating across the country, that designate biological conserva-
tion priorities. (Linking the conservation values of an easement to government-
sponsored conservation programs helps to ensure the values are significant and 
that the project serves a public benefit, as required under Internal Revenue Code 
[IRC] 170[h].) Every land trust project is different, and not all of the programs 
discussed will apply to every project. Additionally, many of these programs are 
evolving rapidly and may be quickly replaced or subsumed by other programs 
(with a subsequent change in website address). While the specific programs may 
change in the future, the reviews presented here are meant to show that using a 
toolbox of prioritization schemes can maximize the probability of detecting, and 
ultimately protecting, important conservation targets for biodiversity.

This chapter focuses on programs that help land trusts identify priority bio-
logical features, such as species, taxa, natural communities, and habitats. These 
are features that may occur on a specific property and can be addressed in on-
the-ground biological inventories, as well as by land protection and manage-
ment efforts. Chapter four will focus on programs that prioritize geographic 
areas for biodiversity conservation.
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Endangered Species Programs

The most familiar program that identifies priority species for conservation ac-
tion is the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, which charged the 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) with identifying and protecting endangered species. 

Species are assigned to several categories under the program. An endangered 
species is one that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant por-
tion of its range. A threatened species is one that is likely to become endangered 
in the foreseeable future. Species listed under these two categories are afforded 
the full range of protection under the act, including prohibitions on unauthor-
ized killing, taking, or otherwise harming. 

In 2011, more than 1,300 species were listed as endangered or threatened 
within the United States. There are also additional categories that recognize 
the vulnerability of species but receive no statutory protection under the ESA. 
Candidate species are species the USFWS and NMFS have decided should 
be proposed for threatened or endangered status, but are precluded by other 
higher-priority listing activities (mostly due to lack of congressional funding). 
Proposed species are species that have been formally proposed for listing by the 
agencies and are currently undergoing review. Species of concern is an informal 
term that more broadly refers to species the USFWS believes might be in need 
of concentrated conservation actions. 

Individual states also maintain their own state endangered species lists, 
which are limited to species whose populations are endangered within the 
state’s boundaries but may or may not be endangered outside the state. Feder-
ally listed species occurring within the state’s boundaries are usually included 
in the state list as well, but not always. Thus, both federal and state lists should 
be consulted.

As a program for identifying biological conservation priorities, the use of 
the federal and state endangered species listings has advantages and limitations 
for land trust applications. Obviously, if a species is listed as endangered or 
threatened, it clearly is a high priority for conservation efforts. If your project 
area contains or benefits these species, the conservation value of the project 
is strongly supported. The importance of listed species is widely recognized, 
which can be helpful for fundraising campaigns, grant applications, and access 
to various funding and collaboration opportunities administered through state 
and federal agencies.

Locational information on federal and state endangered species can be ob-
tained from State Natural Heritage Programs, and a website maintained by 
NatureServe provides links to such programs in every state (www.natureserve 
.org). (More about Natural Heritage Programs and NatureServe provided 
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later in this chapter.) The USFWS has designated critical habitat, areas es-
sential to the conservation of federally threatened or endangered species, for 
a portion of listed species. To see if a property falls within a critical habi-
tat area, visit the USFWS Critical Habitat Portal: http://criticalhabitat.fws 
.gov. The USFWS also writes recovery plans for many federally listed species. 
These provide information on the species’ natural history and protection and 
management needs that can help inform the drafting of conservation ease-
ments and management plans. (See USFWS recovery plans: www.fws.gov/ 
endangered/species/recovery-plans.html.)

The importance of listed species is widely recognized, which can be 
helpful for fundraising campaigns, grant applications, and access to 
various funding and collaboration opportunities administered through 
state and federal agencies.

One limitation of using federal and state endangered species lists to identify 
conservation priorities is that they don’t prioritize other important levels of bio-
diversity, such as natural communities or ecosystems. Another limitation, due to 
the regulatory implications, is that species listings can be politically influenced 
and the listing process can take many years. Thus, many species that are, in fact, 
biologically in danger of extinction are not yet listed. Once a species is finally 
listed, its situation may be so dire that practical or efficient methods to ensure 
its full recovery may not be possible. Thus, land trusts should not limit them-
selves to only considering formally listed species as conservation priorities. The 
nonstatutory designations, such as candidate or proposed species or species of 
concern, are still valid priorities for conservation action and useful for land trust 
projects. Other nonregulatory, and perhaps more biologically relevant, pro-
grams exist for identifying conservation priorities and should be used as well. 

Bird Conservation Programs

In recent years, birds have received an incredible amount of conservation at-
tention, and numerous assessments and conservation plans have been devel-
oped to prioritize conservation efforts. Separate initiatives exist for waterfowl, 
waterbirds, shorebirds, and landbirds. In most cases, land trust projects contain 
a greater number of landbird species compared to the other bird groups, thus 
landbird prioritizations, such as the work by Partners in Flight (PIF), are par-
ticularly useful for land trust applications. 

PIF is a consortium of nonprofit, academic, and governmental organiza-
tions dedicated to landbird conservation in North America. The organization 
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was spearheaded in 1990 by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation to 
address the conservation needs of neotropical migrant birds, which were not 
recognized by other bird conservation initiatives. The PIF approach differs 
from federal- and state-level endangered species listing processes. Rather than 
a regulatory, reactive approach, the PIF approach is voluntary, nonregulatory, 
and proactive, which allows a more objective assessment of conservation pri-
orities and may prevent the need for future regulatory listings. A major ben-
efit of this approach for land trust applications is that a greater number of bird 
species, including more common species, are identified as priorities, which 
increases the likelihood that a land protection project will contain identifiable 
conservation targets, bringing direction and validation to land trust projects 
that may not necessarily contain listed threatened or endangered species yet 
still have conservation value for biodiversity. For land trusts, the most use-
ful PIF products are the Species Assessment Database and regional landbird 
conservation plans.

The PIF Species Assessment Database provides a highly sophisticated eval-
uation of the conservation status of each landbird species in North America. 
The process considers biological data on population size, distribution, popula-
tion trend, threats, and regional abundance to rank each species in terms of its 
vulnerability and regional status. This information is then used to objectively 
assign conservation priority categories to birds at both the continental and 
regional scales, within each bird conservation region (or physiographic region). 
The database is maintained by the Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory and is 
available online (www.rmbo.org).

Short-eared Owl PR
Olive-sided Flycatcher MA
Willow Flycatcher PR
Bicknell’s Thrush PR
Wood Thrush MA
Blue-winged Warbler PR
Bay-breasted Warbler PR
Canada Warbler MA
Nelson’s Sharp-tailed Sparrow PR
Rusty Blackbird PR
Ruffed Grouse MA

Black-billed Cuckoo MA
Belted Kingfisher MA
Yellow-throated Vireo MA
Boreal Chickadee MA
Blackpoll Warbler MA
Eastern Towhee MA
Bobolink MA
Northern Saw-whet Owl PR
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker PR
Blue-headed Vireo PR
Tree Swallow PR

Veery PR
Northern Parula PR
Magnolia Warbler PR
Black-throated Blue Warbler PR
Black-throated Green Warbler PR
Blackburnian Warbler PR
Black-and-white Warbler PR
American Redstart PR
White-throated Sparrow PR
Purple Finch PR
Evening Grosbeak PR

EXAMPLE:  Partners in Flight Species Assessment

This example from the 2005 database shows breeding species of regional importance in Atlantic northern forests (Bird 

Conservation Region 14). Note: The PIF Species Assessment Database is updated periodically. The above scores are 

subject to change.

Common Name Action Code Common Name Action Code Common Name Action Code
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The PIF assessment process assigns a variety of highly technical prioritiza-
tion categories that can be confusing for nonbiologists. For typical land trust 
applications, users may wish to focus on the Regionally Important Bird Species 
list, which is the most inclusive. Users can quickly view priority breeding bird 
species for a given area by visiting the PIF species assessment database website, 
selecting the appropriate bird conservation region, then selecting “Show only re-
gionally important species.” Relative priorities within this list are further catego-
rized by action codes, which include critical recovery, immediate management, 
management attention, and planning and responsibility. (See the table above for 
definitions.) For in-depth information, the database provides a variety of scores 
regarding the factors used to determine the priority status of each bird, and the 
website provides a link to the assessment methodology (Panjabi et al. 2005). 

PIF landbird conservation plans have been written for most physiographic 
areas in the United States (www.partnersinflight.org). These plans provide ex-
tensive background information and conservation recommendations, which 
are useful to land trusts when writing conservation easements, baseline docu-
ments, management plans, and grant applications.

If your project contains significant wetland or coastal features, several other 
bird conservation initiatives are particularly important, including the North 
American Waterfowl Management Plan, North American Waterbird Conser-
vation Plan, and the U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan. These plans each des-
ignate priority species for their respective taxa. In recent years, there has been 
an effort, headed by the USFWS Division of Bird Habitat Conservation Joint 
Ventures Program, to consolidate these initiatives with the PIF initiative for 
landbirds into “all bird” assessments and conservation plans for each regional 
joint venture. These are intended to provide one-stop shopping for regional 

Critical Recovery (CR) Critical recovery actions are needed to prevent likely extirpation or to rein-
troduce a species that has been extirpated.

Immediate Management (IM) Immediate conservation action is needed to reverse or stabilize popu-
lation declines. Lack of action may put species at risk of extirpation.

Management Attention (MA) Management or other on-the-ground conservation actions are 
needed to reverse or stabilize population declines or reduce threats.

Planning and Responsibility (PR) Long-term planning and general conservation actions are 
needed to ensure that sustainable populations are maintained.

EXAMPLE: Partners in Flight Species Assessment Action Codes

Categories of action most needed for improving or maintaining population status in descending order of 

importance, from 2005 database. (Adapted from Panjabi et al. 2005. Modified for brevity.)
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bird conservation priorities and planning and can be accessed through the joint 
ventures website (www.fws.gov/birdhabitat/jointventures/index.shtm).

Taken together, these programs are a comprehensive source for identifying 
priority bird species; however, other bird priority assessments also exist. Al-
though somewhat duplicative, they may be useful as a means of identifying 
multiple organizations and programs recognizing bird conservation priorities 
on a land trust project, further emphasizing public support. For instance, the 
USFWS maintains a list of Birds of Conservation Concern (www.fws.gov/ 
migratorybirds) meant to indicate nongame species in need of conservation in 
order to avoid future listing. The National Audubon Society maintains a watch 
list of national priorities, based largely on these other plans and covering all 
bird taxa. Its website also contains useful species account information (http://
web1.audubon.org/science/species/watchlist/browseWatchlist.php). State Nat-
ural Heritage Programs and State Wildlife Action Plans, discussed later in this 
chapter, also assess the priority status of bird species as well as other species. 

Land trusts should become familiar with the priority birds for their service 
area and consider having bird inventories conducted on land protection proj-
ects whenever possible. (See chapter six for information on how to do this.) 
A major advantage of inventorying bird priority species on a property is that 
birds are usually the most diverse group of vertebrate wildlife likely to oc-
cur and the easiest to observe and inventory. Under the right conditions and 
season, an experienced birder can document a thorough list of breeding birds 
in as little as a single morning (depending on the size of the property). As in-
dicated by the numerous assessments and conservation plans available, quite a 
bit is known about birds relative to other animal groups. Thus, bird inventories 
provide an efficient and practical means to identify biological conservation 
values on land trust projects. Additionally, birding is one of the most popular 
recreational activities in the country, and local Audubon Society chapters may 
be able to provide skilled volunteers. 

Keep in mind, however, that bird conservation is only one element of bio-
diversity, and considering birds alone is likely to miss other important biologi-
cal values. Other assessment methodologies are needed for additional species 
groups (plants and other wildlife) and their habitats, as well as other levels of 
biological organization, such as natural communities and ecosystems.

Clean Water Programs

Wetlands and streams are important habitat features that are threatened by a 
number of factors, such as impacts to water quantity as a result of withdrawals 
(primarily a western issue) and water quality as a result of pollution (usually 
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sedimentation) from surrounding land use, as well as damming, filling, chan-
neling, or diversion.

The Federal Clean Water Act recognizes the value of streams and wetlands 
as priority conservation features (as do similar state laws), and the objective of 
the act is to conserve the nation’s waters for, among other things, the protec-
tion and propagation of fish and wildlife (Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, November 27, 2002). Additionally, aquatic habitats and riparian areas fre-
quently provide habitat for at-risk species. Thus streams, wetlands, and their 
adjacent upland buffers are important biological features that should be as-
sessed, documented, and protected on land trust projects.

The regulatory controls of federal and state stream and wetland laws are 
mostly confined to so-called navigable or jurisdictional waters, which are de-
fined through narrow, legal criteria as opposed to strictly biological justifica-
tions. As a result, many important aquatic features are not recognized under 
these criteria. For example, many types of nonjurisdictional wetlands (such as 
vernal pools or other isolated or nonnavigable wetlands) are still valid, high-
priority features for conservation (Comer et al. 2005). Thus, stream and wet-
land inventories on land trust projects should not be limited to only jurisdic-
tional features, as is often the case with delineations prepared by ecological 
consultants on behalf of developers for regulatory and engineering purposes.

Protecting both jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional aquatic features on land 
trust projects is an important contribution to conserving biodiversity and has 
clear public benefit. While jurisdictional wetlands are already subject to use 
restrictions, placing them under a conservation easement provides the added 
benefit of permanent protection, since the definition of jurisdictional can be 
weakened in the future due to political or legal activities. 

Identifying and mapping some aquatic features can be technically complex 
and require a biologist. However, most streams and wetlands can be identified 
using topographic maps, aerial photos, USFWS’s National Wetlands Inven- 
tory (NWI) data and basic on-the-ground verification (discussed in chapter six).

Natural Heritage Programs

The most important sources for information on priority plants, animals, and 
ecological communities are Natural Heritage Programs. Initiated by The Na-
ture Conservancy (TNC) in the early 1970s, these programs collect, manage, 
and share data regarding the status and distribution of species and ecological 
communities in each state, then use this data to estimate relative imperilment 
and determine conservation priorities. Usually partnered with state agencies, 
some of the programs go by other names such as Natural Features Inven-
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tory, Natural Areas Program, Conservation Data Center, or Natural Diversity 
Database; however, most are referred to as Natural Heritage Programs. Each 
program usually has an ecologist, zoologist, and/or botanist on staff, and they 
are typically among the most knowledgeable field biologists in their regions. 

The Natural Heritage Programs use consistent standards for collecting and 
managing data, which allows information to be shared and combined region-
ally, nationally, and internationally. The programs’ uniform methodologies are 
guided by NatureServe, which is the membership organization for Heritage 
Programs and provides scientific and technical support. NatureServe was orig-
inally founded in 1994 by TNC as the Association for Biodiversity Informa-
tion and took on its current form in 2001. It is an international nonprofit or-
ganization headquartered in Arlington, Virginia, with regional offices in four 
U.S. locations. 

The most useful products and services from the Natural Heritage Programs 
and NatureServe for land trust applications are the standardized ecological 
community classifications, the lists of at-risk species and ecological communi-
ties for each state, and the individualized environmental review services, also 
known as information requests (discussed in chapter five). To learn more about 
NatureServe and to locate the natural heritage program in your state, see www 
.natureserve.org.

Ecological Communities 
We know from chapter two that patterns of biodiversity occur at multiple lev-
els of organization and that an exclusive focus on species-level conservation is 
unlikely to capture the full range of biodiversity values and produce sustain-
able results (Franklin 1993; Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Species occur within 
communities that, in themselves, are equally important targets for conserva-
tion. When used as such, ecological communities can serve as coarse filters 
for protecting the web of ecological interactions that are part of each system, 
as well as obscure plant and animal species that are unknown or poorly un-
derstood (Noss 1996). Conserving ecological communities also ensures the 
perpetuation of ecosystem services, such as clean air and water (Balmford et 
al. 2002) and provides a natural framework for continued species evolution 
(Franklin 1993). 

Before ecological communities can be strategically protected, they must first 
be categorized and described and their conservation status assessed. Ecologi-
cal communities are defined as assemblages of species that co-occur in defined 
areas and have the potential to interact with each other (McPeek and Miller 
1996). While ecological communities include both plants and animals and oc-
cur in both aquatic and terrestrial environments, the classification approach for 
most land conservation applications focuses on terrestrial plant assemblages. 
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Classifying and protecting plant communities captures the underlying envi-
ronmental characteristics, habitat structures, ecological processes (including 
disturbance regimes), and associated fauna that are important for conserva-
tion (Franklin 1993). Plant communities are also readily mapable at multiple 
scales (on the ground, from the air, or through satellite imagery), allowing for 
practical and systematic characterizations across the landscape and informed 
conservation planning. 

Various classification systems for terrestrial vegetation-based communities 
exist for different purposes. For instance, a forest-type classification system 
designed for forestry purposes is useful for commercial timber management 
but is less likely to capture the subtle variations in plant communities for the 
purpose of guiding biodiversity conservation. The Natural Heritage Programs 
and NatureServe have developed several vegetation-based community clas-
sification approaches specifically designed for assessing biodiversity. The most 
useful classification system for typical land trust projects is referred to as the 
natural community approach, which is the most discriminating and finest scale 
of classification and can be used for detailed on-the-ground mapping of veg-
etation types. Most importantly, the Natural Heritage Programs and Nature-
Serve assign conservation status (i.e., rarity) ranks to these natural community 
types, allowing land trusts to identify and document at-risk community types 
as priority biological features (or conservation values) on a property.

Natural Community Classification 
A number of state Natural Heritage Programs (mostly older programs in the 
eastern states) have developed their own independent natural community clas-
sifications systems. However, most state Natural Heritage Programs, as well as 
many federal agencies like the National Park Service and U.S. Forest Service, 
use a more universal and standardized approach known as the National Veg-
etation Classification (NVC) system.

The NVC system is applicable anywhere in the country and allows for re-
peatable characterizations across political boundaries and agency jurisdictions 
(FGDC, VS 2008). This system uses a multitiered, nested hierarchy for clas-
sifying vegetation types that requires increasing amounts of information at 
finer scales. 

The finest scales of resolution in this hierarchy are the alliance and association 
levels, which are similar to the natural community classifications used by indi-
vidual states. The terms natural community, association, or alliance are often used 
interchangeably when referring to fine-scale vegetation classifications. It’s gener-
ally not possible to identify and map this fine-scale classification from satellite 
data; usually, a skilled ecologist must identify these communities on the ground. 

Natural communities (or NVC associations and alliances) are unique re-
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peating assemblages of plant species that respond similarly to physical and 
environmental conditions (climate, soil, topography, hydrology) and are distin-
guished by their composition, structure, and function. A natural community is 
classified by its consistent and repeatable

• plant species composition;
•  physical structure (forest, woodland, shrubland, grassland, etc.); 

and
•  set of physical conditions (climatic conditions, substrate type, 

nutrient availability, moisture levels, etc.).

For example, the hemlock-beech-northern hardwood forest natural com-
munity type in New Hampshire is characterized by a dominance of hemlock 
and northern hardwood tree species, such as sugar maple, yellow birch, and 
American beech, and occurs at low to midelevations on glacial till and valley 
bottom soils that are moderately nutrient poor (Sperduto and Nichols 2004). 
The planeleaf willow/water sedge shrubland plant association of Colorado is 
a low-stature willow shrubland usually above 9,000 feet that grows in wet to 
saturated soils of subalpine glacial valleys (Carsey et al. 2003). Most properties 
will contain multiple natural community types.

The individualized state-specific, natural community classifications, where 
available, are preferable since they are tailored for local use and tend to be 
more user-friendly. In states where these are not available, a number of state 

The NVC system uses a multitiered, nested hierarchy for classifying vegetation types that requires increasing 

amounts of information at finer scales. The finest scales (alliance and association) can be used on the ground to 

map and identify at-risk vegetation types as priority biological features on a property. (From FGDC, VS 2008.)

EXAMPLE:  National Vegetation Classification Hierarchy 

Natural Vegetation Hierarchy Example 

Formation Class Grassland and Shrubland

Formation Subclass Temperate and Boreal Grassland and Shrubland

Formation Temperate Grassland, Meadow, and Shrubland 

Division North American Great Plains Grassland and Shrubland 

Macrogroup Great Plains Mixed Grass Prairie Grassland and Shrubland 

Group Mixed Dry Grassland 

Alliance Little Bluestem-Sideoats Grama Herbaceous Alliance 

Association Little Bluestem-Sideoats Grama-Blue Grama-Thread
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Natural Heritage Programs and NatureServe regional offices have developed 
detailed descriptions of NVC association or alliance types that facilitate their 
identification in the field. In addition, many national parks and national forests 
have developed NVC association descriptions for their lands. In states that do 
not have natural community or NVC association descriptions available, the 
keys and descriptions created for use on federal lands are useful in nearby ar-
eas or within the ecoregion. The USGS Vegetation Characterization Program 
website at http://biology.usgs.gov/npsveg/themes/veginfo.html provides NVC 
descriptions for national parks. A local Natural Heritage Program’s staff ecolo-
gist can suggest the most appropriate natural community classification for the 
region.

EXAMPLE:  Natural Community Classification Description  (From Gawler and Cutko 2010.)
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Conservation Status Ranks
The Natural Heritage Programs and NatureServe consider species and natural 
communities to be elements of biological diversity and assign conservation sta-
tus (i.e., rarity) ranks to these elements in order to strategically focus inventory, 
protection, and management actions. An actual, on-the-ground occurrence of 
a rare element (for instance, if you find a rare plant on a property) is referred to 
as an Element Occurrence or EO.

Each Natural Heritage Program publishes a list of at-risk (also known as 
rare or tracked) plants for their state, and most programs also publish lists of 
at-risk animals and natural communities. Conservation status ranks are as-
signed at the state and global level (known as S and G ranks) based on rarity, 
trends, and threats (Faber-Langendoen et al. 2009; Master et al. 2009). The 
ranks are assigned on a scale of 1 to 5 and have the following meaning: 

 1. Critically imperiled 
 2. Imperiled 
 3. Vulnerable to extirpation 

Rank Definition

GX Presumed Extinct: Species not located despite intensive searches and virtually no likelihood 
of rediscovery.

 Extinct: Ecological communities or systems eliminated throughout their range, with no resto-
ration potential due to extinction of dominant or characteristic taxa and/or elimination of the 
sites and ecological processes on which the types depends.

GH Possibly Extinct: Known from only historical occurrences but still some hope of rediscov-
ery. There is evidence that the species may be extinct or the ecosystem may be eliminated 
throughout its range but not enough to state this with certainty. Examples of such evidence 
include (1) that a species has not been documented in approximately 20 to 40 years despite 
some searching or some evidence of significant habitat loss or degradation; (2) that a species 
or ecosystem has been searched for unsuccessfully but not thoroughly enough to presume 
that it is extinct or eliminated throughout its range.

G1 Critically Imperiled: At very high risk of extinction or elimination due to extreme rarity, very 
steep declines, or other factors.

G2 Imperiled: At high risk of extinction or elimination due to very restricted range, very few popu-
lations or occurrences, steep declines, or other factors.

G3 Vulnerable: At moderate risk of extinction or elimination due to a restricted range, relatively 
few populations or occurrences, recent and widespread declines, or other factors.

G4 Apparently Secure: Uncommon but not rare; some cause for long-term concern due to de-
clines or other factors.

G5 Secure: Common; widespread and abundant.

EXAMPLE:  Global Conservation Status Ranks  (Adapted from Master et al. 2009.)
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 4. Apparently secure 
 5. Secure

For example, a rank of G1 indicates that a species is critically imperiled across 
its entire global range and has a very high risk of extinction. A rank of S1 indi-
cates the species is critically imperiled in a particular state, even though it may 
be secure globally (G4 or G5). In general, elements with an S or G rank of 1 
through 3 are considered at risk and are tracked by Natural Heritage Programs. 
The tables on page 31 and below provide detailed definitions for the more 
common S and G ranks. Additional rank variations and qualifiers are also used; 
more information on these can be found on the NatureServe website (www 
.natureserve.org/explorer/ranking.htm).

Migratory bird species often receive a double rank to indicate the status of 
breeding (B) populations and nonbreeding (N) populations. For instance, the 
southern Appalachian yellow-bellied sapsucker is ranked by the North Caro-
lina Natural Heritage Program as S3B, S5N. This bird breeds in mature, open 

Rank Definition

SX Presumed Extirpated: Species or ecosystem is believed to be extirpated from the jurisdiction 
(i.e., state/province). Not located despite intensive searches of historical sites and other ap-
propriate habitat and virtually no likelihood that it will be rediscovered.

SH Possibly Extirpated: Known from only historical records but still some hope of rediscovery. 
There is evidence that the species or ecosystem may no longer be present in the jurisdic-
tion but not enough to state this with certainty. Examples of such evidence include (1) that a 
species has not been documented in approximately 20 to 40 years despite some searching or 
some evidence of significant habitat loss or degradation; (2) that a species or ecosystem has 
been searched for unsuccessfully but not thoroughly enough to presume that it is no longer 
present in the jurisdiction.

S1 Critically Imperiled: Critically imperiled in the jurisdiction because of extreme rarity or be-
cause of some factor(s) such as very steep declines making it especially vulnerable to extirpa-
tion from the jurisdiction.

S2 Imperiled: Imperiled in the jurisdiction because of rarity due to very restricted range, very 
few populations or occurrences, steep declines, or other factors making it very vulnerable to 
extirpation from the jurisdiction.

S3 Vulnerable: Vulnerable in the jurisdiction due to a restricted range, relatively few populations 
or occurrences, recent and widespread declines, or other factors making it vulnerable to ex-
tirpation.

S4 Apparently Secure: Uncommon but not rare; some cause for long-term concern due to de-
clines or other factors.

S5 Secure: Common, widespread, and abundant in the jurisdiction.

EXAMPLE:  State Conservation Status Ranks (Adapted from Master et al. 2009.)
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northern hardwood forests that are limited to high elevations in the southern 
Appalachians, a relatively small portion of the state. Thus, breeding occur-
rences of this species are considered S3—vulnerable—and are conservation 
targets. During the winter, this bird moves to lower elevations and is more 
common throughout the majority of the state, thus nonbreeding occurrences 
are considered S5—secure. A documented breeding occurrence on a project 
site is considered a conservation target, but finding this bird on a project dur-
ing the winter months or outside the breeding habitat (say, near the coastal 
portion of the state) does not represent a priority conservation target.

Why Are There Both Global and State Ranks?
Some may wonder why there is a need for separate global and state ranks. For 
example, why is it important to worry about a species that is at risk in one state 
(S1–S3), even though it is very common globally (G4–G5)? 

This situation is often the case with populations at the edge of the species’ 
range. Such peripheral populations tend to develop unique genetic traits that 
may be important for the continued evolution and long-term conservation of 
the species as a whole (Lesica and Allendorf 1995). Also, working to con-
serve state-ranked priorities helps to minimize population declines and range 
contractions in general. When the distribution of a species or natural com-
munity becomes less abundant within or shrinks from its native range, it not 
only becomes more vulnerable to extinction, it also loses its ability to carry on 
traditional ecological interactions in the areas from which it declined or disap-
peared, becoming less ecologically effective (Soulé et al. 2003). In addition, 
state conservation agencies are usually concerned with acting on conservation 
priorities determined from within their own borders, hence an additional need 
for state ranks. 

On the other hand, simply focusing on state-ranked priorities (and ignor-
ing global-ranked priorities) can lead to the impoverishment of biodiversity 
on a global scale because a species or natural community can be common 
within a state (S4–S5) yet occur few other places in the world (G1–G3). Fo-
cusing conservation actions on both state and global priorities is important, 
but when faced with a choice between the two, global priorities should usually 
take precedence. 

Element Occurrence Quality Ranks
The rarity or status of a species or natural community occurrence on a project 
is not the only factor to consider; it’s also important to consider its health, 
viability, or ecological integrity. Clearly, a high-quality occurrence of a rare 
natural community (such as an old-growth example of a rare forest type) is 
not equal to a heavily degraded example. Some EOs may be so degraded from 
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past land use that there is little hope of persistence, even if they are protected 
under a conservation easement. Others may need management or restoration 
to improve their chances of survival. For instance, your project may contain an 
occurrence of a rare wetland natural community. However, the area within and 
adjacent to the wetland may have been heavily ditched or otherwise altered in 
such a way that the ground and surface flow of water into the wetland has been 
diverted. Without restoration of the hydrology, the wetland will dry up and not 
survive despite being protected by a conservation easement.

Some EOs may be so degraded from past land use that there is little 
hope of persistence, even if they are protected under a conservation 
easement. Others may need management or restoration to improve 
their chances of survival. 

Some Natural Heritage Programs have developed criteria (called element ob-
servation specifications) to rank the probability of persistence of specific on-the-
ground occurrences of species and natural communities relative to other occur-
rences in the region. These Element Occurrence Quality Ranks, or EO Ranks, 
are A (excellent), B (good), C (fair), and D (poor). Depending on the program, 
EO Rank specifications may be available for species populations, but they are 
more often available for natural communities. Three broad criteria are considered:

 1. Size. This is important for obvious reasons. Larger patches of 
natural communities are better able to recover from distur-
bances and have a better chance of long-term persistence. 

 2. Condition. This criterion focuses on impacts from direct hu-
man alterations. One consideration is species composition: 
Are all the species present that you would expect? Have some 
been extirpated or suppressed? Are invasive species present? 
Another consideration is evidence of physical alterations such 
as clearing, logging, grazing, ditching, and the degree of frag-
mentation. 

 3. Landscape context. This is particularly important for ecological 
communities that naturally occur as smaller patches or de-
pend on ecological processes (fire, hydrology) that come from 
surrounding areas. Connectivity to, and degree of naturalness 
within, the surrounding landscape (including neighboring 
properties) are the primary considerations.

Generally speaking, EOs of good size and condition, with at least a fair 
probability of long-term persistence, are ranked A, B, or C. Those with 
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Category Key Ecological 
Attribute

Indicator Very Good (A) Good (B) Fair (C) Poor (D)

Size Area Area in acres > 40 acres 5–40 acres 3–5 acres 1–3 acres

Condition Ecological  
processes

Degree of 
anthropogenic 
disturbance 
(logging, beaver, 
ditching, dam-
ming, culverts)

Absent Minor evidence, 
> 30 years ago or 
affecting < 25% of 
occurrence

Fairly significant 
impact (affect 
25–75%)

Significant impact 
that has irrevers-
ibly altered occur-
rence (affecting 
> 75%)

Ecological  
processes

Natural distur-
bance regime 
(hydrological fluc-
tuations, wind)

Intact Generally 
intact, minimal 
anthropogenic 
disturbances

Likely altered by 
anthropogenic 
disturbances (af-
fects 25–75%)

Most of hydro-
logic regime 
is altered by 
anthropogenic 
disturbances (af-
fects 25–75%)

Species composi-
tion and biological 
structure

Structural and 
microhabitat 
diversity

Good regenera-
tion of Chamaecy-
paris thyoides 
under canopy, 
several age class-
es including many 
mature trees > 
120 years old

Good regenera-
tion of Chamaecy-
paris thyoides 
under canopy; 
at least two age 
classes (mature 
and young), with 
many older trees 
75–120 years old

Limited regenera-
tion of Chamaecy-
paris thyoides , 
being out-compet-
ed by other trees; 
only one age class 
with few trees, if 
any, > 75 years old

Limited regenera-
tion of Chamaecy-
paris thyoides, 
being out-com-
peted by other 
trees; only one 
age class with 
few trees, if any,  
> 50 years old

Species composi-
tion

Presence of non-
native species

Absent or inci-
dental

Incidental Present and 
may significantly 
threaten commu-
nity structure

Present and 
may significantly 
threaten commu-
nity structure

Landscape 
Context

Connectivity Percentage 
adjoining other 
natural communi-
ties

100% > 80% > 50% < 50%

Fragmentation Size of unfrag-
mented natural 
area to which oc-
currence belongs 

Embedded in 
unfragmented 
natural core area 
> 1,000 acres

Embedded in 
unfragmented 
natural or semi-
natural core area 
500–1,000 acres

May or may not 
belong to road-
less core area  
(< 100 acres)

Does not belong 
to roadless core 
area, or very 
small area (< 100 
acres)

Condition of 
surrounding 
landscape

Degree of 
surrounding 
anthropogenic 
disturbance (de-
velopment, roads, 
culverts, logging, 
agriculture)

Minimal and un-
likely to influence 
integrity (espe-
cially hydrology) 
of occurrence

Not extensive, 
surrounding 
landscape may 
include seminatu-
ral communities; 
has very limited 
impact on integ-
rity (especially 
hydrology) of 
occurrence

Somewhat 
fragmented land-
scape, may have 
significant impact 
on integrity (espe-
cially hydrology) 
of occurrence; 
restoration may 
be possible

Significant impact 
on integrity (espe-
cially hydrology) 
of occurrence; 
restoration 
unlikely

EXAMPLE:  Atlantic White Cedar Swamp Ecological Integrity Rank Table
Maine Natural Areas Program
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significant degradation or those that need significant restoration work to 
survive are ranked D or poor. Natural Heritage Programs usually consider 
occurrences of at-risk natural communities (G1–G3 or S1–S3), as well 
as occurrences of common natural communities with high integrity (EO 
Rank of A or B) as exemplary natural communities and are considered 
priority conservation targets. 

Contact your local Natural Heritage Program to determine if EO Rank 
specifications are available for your land trust’s service area. If not, the size, 
condition, and landscape context of EOs should still be considered and de-
scribed during biological inventories. 
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F O U R

Priority Geographic Areas

Chapter three discussed programs that designate priority features (species, 
natural communities, habitats, etc.) that can be used as inventory and 

conservation targets on individual properties. Yet, these features do not ex-
ist in a vacuum; their persistence is often tied to patterns and interactions in 
the broader surrounding landscape, patterns that operate at larger scales. For 
example, a natural community occurrence on a property may only persist with 
regular fire or flood events originating from other areas. Populations of certain 
species, particularly wide ranging or area dependent species, may only persist if 
the property is connected to a large landscape of suitable habitat.

To avoid a haphazard piecemeal approach, conservation planning and action 
must occur strategically at multiple spatial scales, from the individual parcel to 
the landscape (Franklin 1993; Poiani et al. 2000). In response, many conserva-
tion scientists, government agencies, and nongovernment organizations have 
engaged in conservation planning at the landscape scale. They have identified 
specific portions of a large geographic planning area (watershed, municipality, 
county, state, region) that are critical to meet conservation goals and are thus 
priorities for conservation action.

Land trusts can use landscape-scale conservation plans to identify priority 
geographic areas and proactively conserve the most important biological lands 
in their service areas. (By evaluating a large area, land trusts can determine 
which parcels of land are most important, then approach the owners with con-
servation options.) Landscape-scale plans can also help land trusts assess the 
conservation values of more opportunistic projects that come along, such as 
when a landowner proposes a conservation project. 

Some of these conservation plans are tied to funding programs, and funders 
are increasingly requesting information on how land protection projects sup-
port such plans. While all plans strive for the broader goal of strategic con-
servation, they differ in specific goals, conservation targets, and methodology. 
The following two planning efforts, the State Wildlife Action Plans (SWAPs)
and The Nature Conservancy (TNC) Ecoregional Assessments, are broadly 
applied and available throughout the country and are very useful for land trust 
applications. Additional planning efforts are discussed that are more individu-
alized and regional in scale, including a suite of plans designed to address eco-
logical connectivity issues.
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State Wildlife Action Plans

Nongame wildlife species (e.g., songbirds, shrews, salamanders) account for 
the majority of vertebrate diversity found in the United States, yet most gov-
ernment funding sources for wildlife conservation have traditionally been 
directed toward game species—animals hunted for food or pelts. In 2001, 
the U.S. Congress passed the State Wildlife Grants Program to provide 
funding to states for conservation programs that benefit species in greatest 
conservation need (usually nongame species), and in order to receive fund-
ing, every U.S. state and territory was required to produce a comprehensive 
wildlife conservation strategy, also known as a SWAP. The plans were com-
pleted in 2006 and are intended to be nonregulatory and proactive, pre-
venting wildlife from becoming endangered. Conservation easements and 
fee acquisitions of land are among the top ten most frequently mentioned 
actions for enhancing habitat protection for wildlife in the SWAPs (Lerner 
et al. 2006). 

Each SWAP was required to develop a list of Species of Greatest Conser-
vation Need (SGCN). The criteria for selecting these species were broadly 
defined and may include federal- and state-listed species, at-risk species 
tracked by Natural Heritage Programs, species with fragmented or isolated 
populations, species with limited dispersal abilities, indicator species (i.e., 
species whose population health reflects the health of a suite of other species 
or habitats), responsibility species (i.e., species that have the center of their 
range within a state), or other species of conservation concern. In addition 
to providing targets for the landscape-based planning efforts of the SWAPs, 
the SGCN list for each state provides yet another list of priority species 
targets for biological inventories and conservation efforts on individual land 
trust projects. 

All of the SWAPs identify and describe key habitat types within the state 
that support the listed SGCN, which provides a useful (and government-
recognized) classification system for conducting on-the-ground habitat in-
ventories on land trust projects. A number of the more useful plans map these 
habitat types at broad scales and provide the information as Geographic In-
formation System (GIS) layers. Some plans go a step further and map dis-
crete focus areas for conservation, which may include multiple habitat types 
and are based on considerations such as ecological significance, threat, and/or 
opportunity. The spatially explicit nature of habitat and focus area mapping 
can be very useful for land trusts that wish to pursue strategic and proactive 
conservation in their service areas and for evaluating the conservation values 
of opportunistic projects.
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EXAMPLE:  List of Species of Greatest Conservation Need – Colorado’s Comprehen-
sive Wildlife Conservation Strategy 

SGCN serve as conservation targets for the landscape-scale planning efforts of the SWAPs. They can also serve 

as priority targets for inventory and conservation efforts on individual land trust projects. (From CDOW 2006.)
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EXAMPLE:  Species of Greatest Conservation Need: Priorities, Threats, and  
Conservation Actions – Colorado’s Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy

SWAPs identify habitat and conservation needs for SGCN. (From CDOW 2006.)
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EXAMPLE:  Key Habitats Map

 A number of SWAPs explicitly map priority or key habitats for SGNC. (From CDOW 2006.)

EXAMPLE:  Focus Areas Map 

Some SWAPs explicitly map focus areas for conservation action. (From CDOW 2006.)

See page 76
for color 

enlargement 

See page 77
for color 

enlargement 
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All of the plans discuss the status, life history, threats, and conservation 
needs for SGCN and their habitats. This provides an excellent overview of the 
top wildlife conservation issues for the state and can provide useful informa-
tion for the drafting of conservation easements and management plans. 

Land conservation projects that support priorities identified under the 
SWAPs will support the strategic conservation 
of wildlife, have substantiated conservation val-
ues supported by a government-funded program, 
and may receive priority for funding under vari-
ous government programs administered under 
the farm bill or from certain private foundations. 

A practical limitation of the SWAPs is that 
many still do not have mapped priority habitats 
or focal areas. For the plans that do contain habi-
tat mapping, it may be too coarse for planning at 
the parcel-level scale and should be verified in the 
field for individual projects (Van de Poll 2008). 

Other limitations of SWAPs are that only a 
few address the needs of plants or natural com-

munities (Stein and Gravuer 2008) and many fail to address connectivity for 
wide-ranging wildlife (e.g., bears, pronghorn, lynx) or climate change ( Joyce 
et al. 2008). However, future revisions are expected to make progress on these 
issues.

SWAPs can be downloaded from the Association of Fish & Wildlife Agen-
cies’ website (www.wildlifeactionplans.org). The NatureServe/National Geo-
graphic Society’s LandScope America website (www.landscope.org) provides 
mapping of SWAP focus areas.

The Nature Conservancy’s Ecoregional Assessments

TNC Ecoregional Assessments (sometimes referred to as ecoregional plans or 
conservation blueprints) represent some of the most robust and sophisticated 
conservation planning in the world. Instead of focusing primarily on wildlife, 
Ecoregional Assessments address the full range of biodiversity by including 
plants and animals, as well as natural communities and ecosystems of conser-
vation concern within an ecoregion. 

Ecoregions are large areas of land and water with similar environmental 
conditions (climate, geology, soils) and distinct assemblages of natural com-
munities that share a large majority of their species and that function together 
effectively as a conservation unit (Dinerstein et al. 1995; Groves 2003). Thus, 

LANDSCOPE AMERICA

LandScope America (www.landscope.org) is a collab-
orative effort between NatureServe and the National 
Geographic Society to provide an online resource for 
the land protection community and the public that 
brings together maps, data, photos, and stories about 
the United States’ natural places and open spaces. 
Perhaps the most useful feature for land trusts is a map 
viewer, which allows users to view overlays of spa-
tial data relevant to their project areas, such as aerial 
photography, vegetation and habitat types, SWAP fo-
cus areas, TNC Ecoregional Portfolio areas, and other 
conservation planning efforts.
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ecoregions are better than biologically arbitrary state or political boundaries for 
assessing patterns of biodiversity across the landscape. There are 81 ecoregions 
within the United States, with names such as the Northern Appalachian/Aca-
dian Ecoregion, which includes the Adirondacks and most of northern New 
England, or the Southern Rocky Mountains Ecoregion, situated mostly within 
western Colorado and northern New Mexico.

The objective of Ecoregional Assessments is to identify the most important 
areas of the landscape necessary to conserve the full range of biodiversity in the 
ecoregion (Groves et al. 2000). As with SWAPs, Ecoregional Assessments rely 
heavily on the standardized databases of biodiversity data maintained by the 
Natural Heritage Programs, remotely derived spatial data (e.g., from satellites), 
and other mapped data used in GIS, as well as expert input. The methodology 
continually evolves, but in a nutshell, it generally involves: 

 1. Identifying conservation targets (what to protect). This includes 
the large-scale coarse-filter targets, such as broad vegetation 
types, but also the smaller fine filter targets, such as the at-risk 

EXAMPLE:  The Nature Conservancy’s Ecoregions of the United States of 
America Map (From TNC Eastern Regional Science Office.)

See page 78
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species and natural communities that might not otherwise be 
captured in the coarse-filter targets.

 2. Setting representational goals (how much or how many occur-
rences of each target to protect). Scientists determine how 
many and how widely distributed the conservation target oc-
currences need to be to maintain the long-term viability and 
integrity of those targets. 

 3. Evaluating the viability of the target occurrences (so you don’t 
waste resources protecting nonviable occurrences). Scientists 
evaluate known, mapped occurrences of the targets to deter-
mine if they still have a chance to survive and function over 
the long term with adequate protection. If certain target oc-
currences are nonviable, they may be excluded. If there are not 
enough viable targets to meet the representational goals, sci-
entist may consider whether the nonviable occurrences should 
be restored (to increase the number of viable occurrences). 

EXAMPLE:  The Nature Conservancy’s Ecoregional Portfolio for the  
Northern Appalachian/Acadian Ecoregion (From TNC Eastern Regional Science Office.)

See page 80
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This assessment process is used to produce an Ecoregional Portfolio—a set 
of mapped, priority conservation areas that most efficiently achieves the rep-
resentation goals for the conservation targets in the least amount of area or 
number of places. (The portfolio is designed to identify priority conservation 
areas that will give conservationists the biggest bang for their buck.) 

EXAMPLE: The Nature Conservancy’s Ecoregional Portfolio for the 
Southern Rocky Mountains Ecoregion  (From Neely et al. 2001.)

See page 81
for color 

enlargement 
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In addition to the Ecoregional Portfolio mapping (which is often available in 
GIS format), Ecoregional Assessments provide an excellent resource for back-
ground information on the ecoregion and its priority conservation targets, as 
well as information regarding threats and current protection levels and needs. 

One drawback to Ecoregional Assessments is that, compared to SWAPS, 
there are not as many sources of funding or incentives dedicated to their imple-
mentation. However, the importance of portfolio areas designated in the as-
sessments is still widely recognized by government agencies and funding orga-
nizations and can be used by land trusts to prioritize land protection efforts in 
their service areas and establish the conservation values of individual projects. 
Projects that contribute to the protection of Ecoregional Portfolio areas may 
also provide opportunities for collaboration with TNC. 

The primary online source for information on Ecoregional Assessments is 
TNC’s ConserveOnline website (http://conserveonline.org). Mapped Eco-
regional Portfolio information, for some areas, is viewable on the NatureServe/
National Geographic Society’s LandScope America website (www.landscope 
.org). However, the best source for complete Ecoregional Assessment data is 
through the regional TNC office nearest your project.

Connectivity-Based Landscape Conservation Plans 

Habitat fragmentation is widely known to be a leading cause of the biodiver-
sity crisis (Wilcove et al. 2000) and basically has two components: 

 1. Loss or reduction of a particular type of habitat
 2. Division of the remaining habitat into smaller and more iso-

lated patches (Noss and Csuti 1997) 

This fragmentation not only causes some species to be eliminated from 
otherwise suitable habitat patches (Gilpin and Soulé 1986), but also reduces 
movement and dispersal between patches leading to problems of isolation, 
such as in-breeding and inability to access seasonal food sources or mates or 
the recolonization of otherwise suitable habitat. These problems will become 
even more critical in the near future as habitats shift in response to global cli-
mate change (Soulé et al. 2006). 

The best way to prevent fragmentation is to protect large, contiguous, high-
quality areas of habitat. However, many protected areas, even large national 
parks, are not big enough to protect the full suite of biodiversity within them 
(Newmark 1995; Gurd et al. 2001). While striving to protect large, contiguous 
areas should always be a conservation goal, the reality is that it’s not always pos-
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sible. As a compromise, another way to mitigate the adverse effects of fragmen-
tation is to enhance connectivity between protected areas or habitat patches. 
Recognizing this issue, some initiatives have tried to go beyond the traditional 
representational approach of conservation planning (simply protecting some of 
everything) to include connectivity as an additional goal (Noss and Daly 2006). 

While the problem of isolation affects plants (via seed dispersal and pol-
lination for instance) as well as small animals (such as amphibians, reptiles, 
and insects), most terrestrial connectivity planning takes place at large, regional 
scales and focuses on wide-ranging mammals that have large area requirements 
and are limited by a lack of dispersal opportunities, such as certain ungulates 
(pronghorn and elk) and carnivores (lynx, marten, wolf, bear, wolverine, fisher, 
and cougar). A typical approach for connectivity-based conservation plan-
ning involves modeling and mapping suitable habitat patches for such focal 
species using GIS. Linkages between these patches are then analyzed using 
computerized techniques, such as least-cost path or circuit-theory analysis, to 
determine which areas provide the lowest resistance to focal species dispersal. 
Such analyses may also include climate change models to predict where future 
habitats will occur and where connectivity and land protection efforts will be 
most critical in the short and long term. 

On the ground, connectivity is sometimes enhanced or maintained by pro-
tecting narrow, linear strips of dispersal habitat between suitable patches. This 
core-corridor or hedgerow approach is usually done for single species or when 
working at small scales or in heavily disturbed or fragmented landscapes. (Think 
of islands and bridges in a sea of inhospitable habitat.) But in many real-world 
cases, this approach is overly simplistic; most focal species are not confined to 
such thin strips during their dispersal movements. Connectivity is more often 
addressed by protecting or managing broader swaths of the landscape between 
core habitat areas as generally friendly or permeable to wildlife dispersal, partic-
ularly for a suite of focal species (as opposed to just one species). These areas are 
often referred to as linkage areas or wildways, and because the word resonates so 
well with the public, the term corridor is still used as well, even though it gener-
ates the mistaken image of thin, linear strips. Smaller areas of habitat within a 
broader linkage area may function as stepping-stones to facilitate dispersal. 

Many protected areas, even large national parks, are not big enough 
to protect the full suite of biodiversity within them.

Connectivity within linkage areas is generally accomplished by main-
taining natural land cover types, which can be protected with restrictions in 
conservation easements and compatible with working lands management, 
such as ranching and forestry. In some cases, depending on the focal species, 
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protecting connectivity may involve more specific actions such as the use of 
wildlife-friendly fencing, carnivore-friendly ranching methods, or wildlife 
road crossings. The core habitat patches and stepping-stones (or nodes) that 
are being connected may consist of areas that are already protected (National 
Forest Service Wilderness Areas, state parks, conservation easements, etc.) 
or, if unprotected, may require more restrictive or specific forms of protection 
or management than the linkage areas, again depending on the focal species.

One of the first organizations to widely promote the development and use of 
connectivity-based conservation plans was the Wildlands Network, formerly 
The Wildlands Project, founded in 1991. Since then, numerous connectivity-
based conservation plans have been completed by a number of groups, many 
working together under broad coalitions such as the Yellowstone to Yukon 
Conservation Initiative in the northern Rockies, Wildlands Network’s Spine 
of the Continent Initiative connecting northern Mexico to Alaska through 
the intermountain West, and the Two Countries–One Forest coalition in the 
Northern Appalachian/Acadian Ecoregion. 

Smaller-scale planning efforts have been completed in the other parts 
of the country, and the concept is gaining wider support, particularly with 
the growing recognition of climate change. A recent coalition called Free-

Connecting Natural Areas. Ecological connectivity between large blocks of wildland (or 

core habitat) can be maintained with broad linkage areas. Smaller areas of habitat within 

a broader linkage area may function as stepping-stones to facilitate dispersal for focal spe-

cies. (From Defenders of Wildlife, Biodiversity Partnership and Conservation Network Design, Design Principles.)

stepping
stones landscape

linkage
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dom to Roam, formed by the clothing 
company Patagonia, also promises to 
advance the cause of connectivity con-
servation at a national scale. Another 
encouraging development is a proposal 
in Congress to create a National Fish 
and Wildlife Habitat and Corridors in-
formation program. Also, the Western 
Governors Association recently passed 
a resolution to improve planning for 
wildlife connectivity by creating the 
Wildlife Corridors Initiative, a col-
laborative multistate effort to improve 
knowledge and management of wildlife 
corridors and crucial habitat. In addition to providing enhanced guidance 
and planning, these government programs could be helpful when demon-
strating the conservation value of connectivity-related land trust projects 
under IRC 170(h).

The following organizations have developed conservation plans that include 
the connectivity needs of focal species. As with SWAPs and TNC Ecoregional 
Portfolios, spatial data is often available in GIS format; the reports contain 
useful information on the planning area, focal species, and protection and 
management needs.

•  The Algonquin To Adirondacks Conservation Association 
(A2A): www.a2alink.org/objectives.html

•  American Wildlands, Corridors of Life, Priority Linkage Areas 
Assessment

•  Arizona Missing Linkages: http://corridordesign.org/linkages/
arizona

•  California Essential Habitat Connectivity Project: www.dfg 
.ca.gov/habcon/connectivity/

•  California Wilderness Coalition: www.calwild.org/index.html
•  Center for Native Ecosystems, Southern Rockies Wildlands 

Network Vision: http://nativeecosystems.org/srep/ 
southern-rockies-wildland-network-vision

•  Corridor Design: www.corridordesign.org/arizona/
•  The EPA Southeastern US Ecological Framework Project: www 

.geoplan.ufl.edu/epa/results.html
•  Grand Canyon Wildlands Network Design: www.grandcanyon 

wildlands.org

DESIGNING LINKAGES

For more information on the process of designing 
wildlife corridors and linkages, visit:

•  CorridorDesign, Conceptual steps for design-
ing wildlife corridors: www.corridordesign 
.org

•  Defenders of Wildlife, Conservation Network 
Design: www.defenders.org/programs_and_
policy/habitat_conservation/conservation_
planning/cnd/principles.shtml 

•  The Wildlands Network, Wildlands Network 
Designs: www.twp.org/what-we-do/scientific-
approach/wildlands-network-designs
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EXAMPLE: Wildlands Network’s Spine of the Continent Initiative 

(From Wildlands Network.)

See page 82
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•  New Mexico Highlands Wildlands Network Design: www.twp 
.org/what-we-do/scientific-approach/wildlands-network-designs

•  New Mexico 2003 Critical Mass Workshop: www.wildlife.state 
.nm.us/conservation/criticalmass/index.htm

•  Pima County–Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan: www.pima 
.gov/CMO/SDCP/habitat.html

•  South Coast Missing Linkages Project: www.scwildlands.org/
projects/scml.aspx

•  Sky Islands Wildlands Network Design: www.wildlandsnetwork 
.org

•  Two Countries One Forest, Priority Locations for Conservation 
Action: www.2c1forest.org/atlas/index.html

• Wildlands Network: www.wildlandsnetwork.org
•  Wild Utah Project (see The Heart of the West Conservation 

Plan): http://wildutahproject.org/resources
•  Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative: www.y2y.net

Additional Landscape-Scale Conservation Plans

Many additional landscape-scale planning efforts are active throughout the 
country and vary greatly in their objectives, approaches, scope, and methodolo-
gies, as well as financial support. While there is no central clearinghouse for 
landscape-scale conservation plans and a thorough listing is beyond the scope 
of this handbook, here is a sampling of additional planning efforts contain-
ing mapped priority areas useful for land trust projects. Finally, consider more 
traditional planning efforts, such as reports by regional planning commissions 
and town comprehensive plans, which may also identify important areas for 
biodiversity.

National Plans
•  Audubon Important Bird Areas: www.audubon.org/bird/iba
•  The Conservation Fund’s Green Infrastructure Program: www 

.conservationfund.org/strategic_conservation/projects
•  Defenders of Wildlife Conservation Planning: www.defenders 

.org/programs_and_policy/habitat_conservation/conservation_
planning

•  Trout Unlimited Conservation Success Index: www.tu.org/ 
science/conservation-success-index
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EXAMPLE: Wildlands Network’s Design for the Southern Rocky Mountains Ecoregion  
(From Miller et al. 2003.) 

See page 83
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•  The Trust for Public Land, Greenprinting and Conservation  
Vision service: www.tpl.org/what-we-do/services/conservation 
-vision/

•  USFWS Critical Habitat: http://criticalhabitat.fws.gov/crithab/

Local, State, and Regional Plans
•  Florida Closing the Gaps: http://research.myfwc.com/ 

publications/publication_info.asp?id=48583
•  Florida Forever: www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/fl_forever.htm
•  Maine’s Beginning with Habitat: www.beginningwithhabitat.org
•  Massachusetts BioMap: www.mass.gov/dfwele/dfw/nhesp/land_

protection/biomap/biomap_home.htm
•  New Jersey Landscape Project: www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/ensp/

landscape
•  North Carolina Naturally: www.onencnaturally.org/pages/ 

ConservationPlanningTool.html
•  Quabbin to Cardigan Initiative (Q2C): http://q2cpartnership 

.org
•  Virginia Natural Landscape Assessment: www.dcr.virginia.gov/

natural_heritage/vclnavnla.shtml

Limitations of Landscape-Scale Conservation Plans
Landscape-scale conservation planning efforts are critically important for bio-
diversity conservation and can provide a uniform and cost-effective method 
for prioritizing land protection efforts across large areas (which is part of their 
appeal for government agencies and funding organizations). However, large-
scale planning efforts are often limited by the types and quality of data avail-
able. Obtaining certain types of accurate, high-resolution, field-verified GIS 
data for large areas is difficult. Thus, landscape-scale planning is coarse or 
“fuzzy” by its very nature, particularly at the scale of an individual parcel.

For these reasons, such macroplans are not a replacement for on-the-ground 
fieldwork when evaluating and designing individual land protection projects. 
For example, computer-modeled habitat or land cover types in some plans 
(like SWAP priority habitats) can be mapped at such coarse scales that they 
may be misidentified or the boundaries may be very different on the ground 
(Van de Poll 2008). Also, landscape-scale plans may draw heavily on existing 
biological inventory work (such as Natural Heritage data), which can be spotty 
and limited and thus risk omitting important areas for conservation simply 
because no biologists have inventoried them. The hope is that landscape-scale 
conservation planning and habitat modeling is correct most of the time over 
most of the planning area.
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Another common issue observed with landscape-scale conservation plans 
is that conservationists will feel certain areas should qualify as priorities, even 
though those areas are not identified as such in the plan. In these cases, it’s 
important to question three things: 

 1. The limitations of the input data available 
 2. The goals and methodology used in the planning 
 3. Scale

Methodologies among landscape-scale conservation plans differ, primarily 
in what variables are included and how they are weighted. For example, one 
plan may simply aim to prioritize groupings of rare species’ locations for con-
servation, while another may also include risk or threat as an important vari-
able. Thus, even though a particular area is extremely ecologically rich, it may 
be considered adequately protected (low threat) relative to other important 
areas and thus not show as a high conservation priority. 

Another source of confusion comes from the fact that priorities are relative 
and change according to scale. For instance, you wouldn’t expect the president 
of the United States to be concerned with local town politics (e.g., whether the 
town recycling day should be two days a week instead of one). For a similar 
reason, it’s very possible that a landscape-scale plan analyzing the top priori-
ties for an entire ecoregion (coarse scale) would not identify areas considered 
priorities by a county-level land trust (a finer scale). In general, areas that are 
categorized as conservation priorities at multiple scales or in multiple plans 
should be the highest priorities. 

In short, landscape-scale conservation plans can help land trusts work 
strategically by identifying coarse-scale priority areas for conservation action 
within their service areas, supporting fundraising appeals and applications, and 
substantiating conservation values for individual projects. Yet, such plans are 
not a replacement for fieldwork and should be recognized for what they are 
and what they are not. 
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F I V E

Conducting an Off-Site Review  
of Biological Information

Now that you are familiar with programs that identify biological conser-
vation priorities for your service area, it’s time to assess and document 

the significant biological conservation values of your land protection project. 
(Please note that the term biological assessment used here refers to an assess-
ment of the biological conservation values of a land protection project and 
should not be confused with the more formally defined term under the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of 1969.)

Start Early!

Unfortunately, when biological assessments of land trust projects do occur, 
they are often done after the easement is signed or the property is purchased. 
This seems to happen for several reasons:

 1. Biological assessments are frequently viewed by land trusts as 
simply part of the baseline documentation process and not 
necessarily part of the preliminary site inspection process. 

 2. The land trust, or landowner, doesn’t want to spend the time 
and money doing a biological assessment until they know a 
deal is actually going to happen, which usually isn’t until the 
deal is done.

 3. Most land protection transactions are initiated toward the end 
of the tax year deadline, and it’s assumed there is not enough 
time for biological assessments or that it would be better to 
wait until spring when more species are observable.

This pattern is unfortunate because biological data is most useful early in 
the process, when it can inform project selection and easement drafting and 
negotiation, as opposed to simply informing the baseline document after the 
fact. Ironically, taking the time to gather biological data can actually acceler-
ate a deal by reinforcing the project’s significance, inspiring interest among 
potential partners, or enhancing fundraising efforts, such as grant applications. 
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Early assessments can also help avoid headaches by letting the parties in-
volved know what types of protections are going to be needed upfront, re-
ducing the potential for deal-breakers or other surprises down the road (for 
instance, just before the deal is done, someone realizes there is an imperiled 
natural community where the owner or land planner wants to cut a view clear-
ing, place a building envelope, or build a road). Because deals and agreements 
get harder to change once they’re set in motion, the best way to ensure protec-
tions for biodiversity and create a well-informed project is to incorporate bio-
logical information from the very beginning. Fortunately, there is a lot of useful 
biological information that can be gathered for a project quickly, cheaply, eas-
ily, and at any time of the year. 

Early biological assessments can help avoid headaches by letting the 
parties involved know what types of protections are going to be need-
ed upfront, reducing the potential for deal-breakers or other surprises 
down the road. 

The biological assessment process described here is for typical land trust 
projects with the goal of providing the most useful information in the shortest 
amount of time and for the least amount of money. This assessment process 
has two parts: 

 1. Off-site review of existing biological data and mapping (dis-
cussed in this chapter) 

 2. Field-based inventory of biological features and their condition 
(discussed in chapter six)

Initial Landowner Interview

Get a general description of the property features. During initial conversations, 
have the landowner describe the natural features of the property and its man-
agement history and current conditions in as much detail as possible. Try to 
ask specific questions related to the condition of priority biological features 
and the types of natural resource information available for the property.

Get a description of the landowner’s intentions. The landowner may have cer-
tain reserved rights in mind such as grazing, logging, road, pond and building 
construction, view clearing, and so on. This information is good to keep in mind 
when evaluating the potential conservation values of a project; the intended 
reserved rights could be harmful to certain biological features, and it helps to 
identify such conflicts early. On the other hand, the owner’s intended reserved 
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rights may complement the poten-
tial conservation values and can re-
inforce a project’s viability.

Get a map of the property bound-
aries. This probably sounds obvi-
ous, but it’s frequently the first im-
pediment to the assessment process. 
This seems to happen for a number 
of reasons: For example, the land 
trust is waiting for the landown-
er to send a survey plat, or parcel 
data isn’t easily available. Keep in 
mind that, for preliminary biologi-
cal assessments, the exact survey 
boundaries aren’t as important as 
the general area encompassed by 
the boundaries. Simply having the 
landowner sketch in the rough 
boundaries (on a topographic or 
aerial map) based on their knowl-
edge will be helpful in the mean-
time. Ideally, you want to have the 
boundary plotted on a USGS topo-
graphical map, as this type of map 
provides a lot of useful information 
for assessments and fieldwork and 
is a standardized reference when 
comparing other mapped infor-
mation. Such a map is also specifi-
cally mentioned in the IRS Trea-
sury Regulations (1.170A-14) as a 
recommended part of the baseline 
documentation report.

Submit an Information Request to  
the Natural Heritage Program

One of the most useful (and underused) resources for land trust projects is the 
information request or environmental review available from Natural Heritage 
Programs. These reports are often free to land trusts and provide a review of 

QUESTIONS FOR THE LANDOWNER

Consider covering these questions when interviewing 
landowner(s) of a potential conservation project:

 1. Do the owners know of any rare, endangered, or 
unusual species on the property? 

 2. What types of interesting plants or wildlife do they 
see on the property?

 3. What’s the elevation and topography like?
 4. What types of general habitats are available?

• Forests, woodlands, shrublands, grasslands?
• Cliffs, rock outcrops, talus slopes?
•  Lakes, ponds, vernal pools, seeps, wetlands 

(bogs, fens, swamps)?
•  Rivers or streams (calm and flat or steep and 

rough)?
 5. What are the past and current land uses, including 

surrounding properties?
• Grazing, forestry, agricultural crops?
•  Camping, hunting, fishing, off-road vehicles, 

other recreational uses?
• Development?

 6. What types of mapping and natural resource reports 
are available?

•  Timber cruise information, maps of forest stand 
types?

• Aerial photography, wetland delineations?
• Environmental consultant reports? 
• Land management plans?

If you have taken the time to become familiar with the 
priority species, natural community types, and habitats that 
occur in your service area, you can ask more specific ques-
tions and begin to develop an idea of what priority features 
the property might contain. Such questions will facilitate 
the assessment process going forward, and for land trusts, 
asking these questions of the owner upfront reinforces 
your values and interests in the property.
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Natural Heritage Program records regarding the occurrence of rare plants, ani-
mals, and natural communities on a specific property and the surrounding area. 

Such requests typically require permission from the landowner, a brief de-
scription of the project, and a map showing the property boundaries and sur-
rounding landmarks (such as a USGS topographic map with the boundaries 
sketched in). Since there may be a certain amount of turnaround time involved 
(usually one to two weeks), information requests should be submitted as early 
as possible.

The information request report will include a list of rare or imperiled spe-
cies and natural communities known from the property and surrounding areas, 

EXAMPLE: The Perry Reservation
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The Perry Reservation is a conservation 
property owned by the Society for the 
Protection of New Hampshire Forests 
and held under a conservation easement 
by the Sweet Water Trust. This chapter 
uses the conservation property as an ex-

ample of how data can be collected for an 
off-site review and to illustrate how to ap-
ply different, freely available spatial data 
layers to assess the biological conservation 
values of a land protection project.
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mapped locational data for these 
features (depending on data sensi-
tivity, state restrictions, and need), 
imperilment ranks and legal status, 
date of last observation, and data 
source. Additional data, such as 
species accounts, habitat descrip-
tions, and management informa-
tion, may also be available.

Land trusts should consider us-
ing heritage information requests 
during the project selection process 
(Land Trust Standards and Practices, 
standard 8) and examination of the 
property (standard 10) for every 
project that intends to protect relatively natural habitat (IRC 170(h)(4)(A)
(ii)) as a conservation purpose. The heritage information request report is also 
a part of due diligence. It would be unfortunate if a land trust negotiated an 
easement, claiming to protect relatively natural habitat, only to learn it permit-
ted an incompatible use where the Natural Heritage Program had records of 
a rare species or natural community. (See inconsistent use in IRS 1.170A-14.)

One thing to keep in mind is that these reports only indicate known records, 
and they are not a replacement for on-the-ground biological inventories. If the 
reports do not indicate rare species or natural communities (Element Occur-
rences or EOs) for your project, it doesn’t mean there are none; a biologist may 
never have inventoried the site or reported the results. 

Regardless of whether or not records exist for your project, the list of known 
EOs within the county, town, or surrounding areas is still very useful for iden-
tifying potential rare species and natural communities on your project and pro-
viding survey targets for biological inventories. 

Land trusts may be able to form an official data-sharing agreement with 
their state’s Natural Heritage Program, whereby the land trust is provided 
with regular updates of the EO database in the form of Geographic Informa-
tion System (GIS) files. Having this information in-house makes it easier and 
quicker to access and increases the likelihood that the data will be used. How-
ever, such data is considered sensitive due to landowner privacy and political 
issues and because it can be used by poachers and collectors (orchid and her-
petile collectors, for example). Thus, Natural Heritage Programs differ greatly 
in their ability to share such data.

INTERPRETING NATURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM 
INFORMATION REQUEST REPORTS

Consider these questions when reviewing Natural Heritage 
Program information request reports:

•  Does the project contain Element Occurrence re-
cords (records of rare species or natural communi-
ties) according to the Natural Heritage database?

•  Are there Element Occurrences in the vicinity of the 
project? If so, it’s possible that such elements also 
occur on the project site, but no one has looked for 
them. It’s also possible that protection of the prop-
erty will benefit elements in the vicinity by provid-
ing potential habitats for future recovery, seasonal 
movements, and so on. 
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EXAMPLE: Natural Heritage Information 
Request Report
(From New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau.)
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Review Mapping from Conservation Plans

Many of the following recommendations can be facilitated using Geographic 
Information System (GIS) software. Land trusts with GIS capabilities should 
consider taking the time to research and compile all the relevant conservation 
planning spatial data available for their service area, both to help set priorities 
for proactive land protection and to have the data in hand to evaluate opportu-
nistic projects when they arise. For those land trusts without GIS capabilities, 

much of the data is now viewable 
on the Internet, although with less 
detail and functionality.

As discussed in chapter four, 
there are a variety of landscape-
based conservation planning ef-
forts that identify mapped priority 
areas for conservation action across 
the country. In addition to the US-
FWS’s critical habitat mapping for 
federally listed species (see http://
criticalhabitat.fws.gov), the two 
most broadly applied efforts are 
the State Wildlife Action Plans 
(SWAPs) and The Nature Con-
servancy’s (TNC) Ecoregional As-
sessments. 

The SWAPs can be downloaded 
from the Association of Fish & 
Wildlife Agencies’ website (www 
.wildlifeactionplans.org). A num-
ber of these plans have explicitly 
mapped priority or key habitats 

and/or focus areas, which may be available as GIS data from the state agencies.  
Many of the Ecoregional Assessments can be downloaded from TNC’s Con-
serveOnline website (http://conserveonline.org). However, the best source for 
complete Ecoregional Assessment data (both the reports and the GIS data) is 
through a regional TNC office.  Both SWAP focus area mapping and mapped 
Ecoregional Portfolio information are viewable on the NatureServe/Nation-
al Geographic Society’s LandScope America website (www.landscope.org). 
More landscape-scale conservation planning efforts may exist for your area. 
See chapter four for a list of potential Internet sources.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEWING MAPS  
AND GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Consider these questions when reviewing maps and GIS 
data for a potential conservation project:

 1. Does the project lie within an area formally 
designated as critical habitat for a federally listed 
species?

 2. Does the project lie within a mapped priority area 
identified in the SWAP? 

•  Does the project contain mapped key or priority 
habitats?

• Does it occur in a focus area?
 3. Does the project lie within an area identified as a 

priority under the TNC Ecoregional Assessment?
•  Does the project contain mapped conservation 

targets identified in the plan? 
• Does it lie within the Ecoregional Portfolio?

 4. Does the project lie within an area identified as a 
priority under other conservation plans for the area 
(see chapter four)?

• Connectivity-based plans?
•  National, state, regional, or local planning  

efforts?
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The Perry Reservation contains key habitats for SGCN, according to habitat mapping from 

the New Hampshire Wildlife Action Plan. These habitats are wet meadow-shrub wetland, 

lowland spruce-fir, and hemlock-hardwood-pine. (Map by the author.)

The Perry Reservation contains highest ranked habitat in its biological region and support-

ing landscapes for SGCN, according to habitat mapping in the New Hampshire Wildlife 

Action Plan. (Map by the author.) 

See page 86
for color 

enlargement 

See page 87
for color 

enlargement 
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The Perry Reservation was not identified as part of the Ecoregional Portfolio from TNC’s 

Lower New England/Northern Piedmont Ecoregional Conservation Plan. (Map by the author.)

The Perry Reservation contains core conservation focus areas identified in the Q2C, a col-

laborative, landscape-scale effort to conserve the Monadnock Highlands of north central 

Massachusetts and western New Hampshire. (Map by the author.)

See page 88
for color 

enlargement 

See page 89
for color 

enlargement 
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Assess Wetland and Stream Information

As discussed in chapter four, streams and wetlands are limited and threat-
ened habitats, and their protection on a land trust project constitutes a 
conservation value supported by federal- and state-funded programs. The 
presence of wetlands and streams on a project can be preliminarily de-
termined by reviewing USGS topo-
graphic maps, aerial photography, or 
digitized hydrography data in GIS. A 
free and convenient source for wetland 
information is the National Wetlands 
Inventory (NWI) of the U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service (USFWS). The 
website contains an easy-to-use wet-
lands mapping tool (www.fws.gov/wet 
lands/Data/Mapper.html) for viewing wetland data and creating basic 
maps. This program not only maps wetlands for the entire country, but it 
also provides descriptive habitat information by assigning a three-part code 
to each wetland that corresponds to a hierarchical classification consisting 
of a system, class, and subclass (Cow-
ardin et al. 1979). For example, a wet-
land classified as PFO1 indicates that 
it’s a palustrine (P), meaning freshwa-
ter and vegetated; forested (FO); and 
broad-leaved deciduous (1) wetland. 
Modifiers are often added to the classi-
fications; for instance, PFO1Eb would 
indicate a palustrine, forested, broad-
leaved deciduous wetland that is sea-
sonally flooded (E) and impounded by 
beavers (b).

Using GIS, NWI data can be down-
loaded and used to calculate wetland 
acreages by habitat type. The National 
Hydrography Dataset (NHD) website 
(http://nhd.usgs.gov) provides downloadable stream data that can be used to 
calculate the length of river or stream segments on a property using GIS. Since 
water quality and habitat in wetlands and streams benefits from the protection 
of the adjacent upland vegetated buffer areas (usually within a specified dis-
tance from the water’s edge), it’s also helpful to calculate and report the acreage 
of these buffers surrounding streams and wetlands. 

NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY 

The USFWS is the principal federal agency that pro-
vides information to the public on the extent and 
status of the nation’s wetlands. The agency has de-
veloped a series of topical maps to show wetlands 
and deepwater habitats, known as the National Wet-
lands Inventory. 

RIVERS, STREAMS,  
AND WETLANDS QUESTIONS

Consider these questions when analyzing rivers, 
streams, and wetlands for a property: 

•  Are wetlands or streams indicated on the USGS 
topographical map? 

•  Do wetlands occur on the property according to 
NWI data? If so, what are the wetland habitats 
categorized by NWI?

If GIS is available, calculate the following data : 

•  Wetland acreages 
•  Total length of streams on the property 
•  Acreage of upland vegetated buffers adjacent to 

wetlands and streams
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Keep in mind that while the NWI and NHD data is more informative than 
simply looking at USGS topographic maps it is still somewhat coarse and 
should be considered preliminary. Wetland boundaries are usually different 
on the ground, wetland habitat categorizations may be inaccurate, and smaller 
wetlands and vernal pools (both important biological features) may not be in-
dicated by NWI data. Similarly, some streams may not be indicated in NHD 
data, and some mapped streams may no longer exist.

The USGS quadrangle map (Peterborough South) indicates that the Society for the Protection of New 

Hampshire Forests’ Perry Reservation contains a portion of the Gridley River, a tributary stream, and a large 

portion of Tophet Swamp. USFWS’s NWI data indicate the presence of 359 acres of palustrine wetlands on 

the project site, including forested, emergent, and scrub-shrub wetlands. The property also contains 98 acres 

of 300-foot-wide upland buffers surrounding these aquatic features. More than 86 percent of the property is 

comprised of wetland or upland buffers. (Map by the author.)

See page 90
for color 

enlargement 
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Assess the Conservation Context

The position of a conservation property relative to other protected properties 
and surrounding land use says a lot about its conservation value. Protected 
areas that are adjacent or in close proximity can minimize fragmentation by 
increasing contiguous habitat and enhancing connectivity for various species 
and ecological processes. Adjacency and/or close proximity between protected 
properties is clearly a biological conservation value and is also recognized by 
section 1.170A-14(d)(4)(iv)(4) of the IRS Treasury Regulations as a factor in 
the evaluation of significant public benefit, helping to qualify a project under 
the open space provision of the conservation purposes test of the IRC 170(h)
(4)(A)(iii)(II).

The USGS Gap Analysis Program (GAP) and the Conservation Biol-
ogy Institute recently led a major effort to compile detailed, protected lands 
mapping for the entire country known as the Protected Area Database of the  
United States (PAD-US). The database contains information on federal- and 
state-protected lands and voluntarily provided information on private conserva-
tion lands (including land trust projects and conservation easements) and can 
be used to assess the conservation context of a land trust project. In addition to 

NWI CODE Acres % of Total Property

PEM1/SS1E 7.1 1.3

PEM1E 3.9 0.7

PFO1/4E 17.5 3.3

PFO1/SS1E 46.7 8.8

PFO1E 27.5 5.2

PFO4E 212.4 40.2

PSS1/EM1E 2.9 0.6

PSS3/1E 39.2 7.4

PSS4E 1.9 0.4

Total PEM 11.0 2.1

Total PFO 304.1 57.6

Total PSS 44.0 8.3

Total Palustrine Wetland 359.1 68.0

Total Upland Buffer (300 ft) 98.0 18.6

Total Upland 168.7 32.0

Total Property Acreage 527.8 100.0

Acreage of NWI wetlands and upland vegetated buffers on the Perry Reservation (as calcu-

lated with GIS).
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mapping protected parcels of land, the database also contains information on 
ownership and management. Because protected areas can differ in their man-
agement and the types of restrictions on land use (not all protected areas are 
protected equally), the PAD-US database also categorizes the level of protec-
tion for biodiversity using GAP Status Codes:

•  GAP Status 1: An area permanently protected from conversion 
of natural land cover and a mandated management plan in 
operation to maintain a natural state within which disturbance 
events (of natural type, frequency, intensity, and legacy) are al-
lowed to proceed without interference or are mimicked through 
management. 

•  GAP Status 2: An area permanently protected from conversion 
of natural land cover and a mandated management plan in 
operation to maintain a primarily natural state, but which may 
receive uses or management practices that degrade the quality of 
existing natural communities, including suppression of natural 
disturbance. 

•  GAP Status 3: An area permanently protected from conversion 
of natural land cover for the majority of the area, but subject to 
extractive uses of either a broad, low-intensity type (e.g., logging 
or off-highway recreation vehicles) or localized intense type (e.g., 
mining). It also confers protection to federally listed endangered 
and threatened species throughout the area. 

For example, a land trust project that is strictly protected as a natural area, 
ecological preserve, or wildland, where no extractive uses are permitted, might 

qualify as GAP Status 1 or 2, whereas a 
project protected as working lands where 
limited logging and grazing are allowed 
might be categorized as GAP Status 3.

The PAD-US website (www.protected 
lands.net) contains links allowing users 
to download the database for use in GIS 
and map viewers allowing users to view 
the data online and create basic maps. 
Mapped PAD-US data is also viewable 
on the LandScope America website.

Compiling detailed mapping of pro-
tected lands across the country is very challenging, and there is a variety of 
state and national efforts underway that ultimately contribute to the PAD-

CONSERVATION CONTEXT QUESTIONS

Questions to consider when evaluating a property’s 
conservation context: 

 Is the project adjacent, or in proximity, to other pro-
tected areas? If so:

• How far away are the properties?
• Who are the owners and managers?
•  What level of protection for biodiversity do 

the properties have? (What are the GAP Status 
Codes?) 
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US database. A particular challenge has been the inclusion of smaller land 
trust projects in such mapping. Typically, government-owned lands and larger 
easement lands will be included in pro-
tected areas mapping, but smaller land 
trust projects are a challenge because 
many land trusts lack digital spatial data 
for their projects or a GIS capability, or 
such projects are simply not reported to 
a centralized organization responsible 
for compiling the information (to pro-
tect the privacy of the landowners or for 
other reasons). 

Another challenge is that new con-
servation projects are continually being completed. Thus, the thoroughness, 

NATIONAL CONSERVATION  
EASEMENT DATABASE

The National Conservation Easement Database 
(NCED) (www.conservationeasement.us) is a nation-
al effort to include conservation easement projects 
in protected areas mapping (including the PAD-US 
database). All land trusts are encouraged to contact 
the NCED representative for their region to learn 
more about contributing to the database.

Approximately two-thirds of the perimeter of the western tract of the Perry Reservation 

abuts the David Wilson land (owned by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire 

Forests) and the Annett State Forest. These protected properties are also abutted by other 

conservation lands, creating approximately 3,670 acres of contiguous protected land. While 

the Perry Reservation is strictly protected as an ecological preserve (GAP 1), the majority 

of the surrounding conservation lands allow for some level of resource extraction (GAP 

3). These surrounding lands supplement the effective size of certain habitats on the Perry 

Reservation, provide connectivity for certain ecological processes, and provide a buffer that 

reduces the threat of fragmentation. Likewise, the Perry Reservation enhances the conser-

vation values of surrounding protected lands. (Map by the author.)

See page 91
for color 

enlargement 
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accuracy, and currency of protected areas mapping efforts will never be 100 
percent. However, it’s still very useful and should be consulted whenever a 
land trust is evaluating a land protection project.

Assess Land Cover Types

Land cover is basically the material covering the surface of the earth at a par-
ticular place, such as cropland, asphalt, or natural vegetation types. For obvious 
reasons, it’s helpful to know what land cover types occur on a land trust project. 

During biological inventories, the natural community descriptions (or NVC 
associations and alliances) provided by the Natural Heritage Programs and 
NatureServe (see chapter four) can be used to classify and map the vegetation 
types in great detail. Because these classifications have associated conservation 
status ranks (state and global ranks), they can be used to establish significant 
conservation values for a land trust project. Also, because they are mapped in 
detail using on-the-ground fieldwork, they can be used to inform land man-
agement and planning. However, in the meantime, it’s still very helpful to have 
a general idea of land cover on a project, particularly at the earliest stages of 
project evaluation. For example, does the property contain cropland or hay 
pastures, or is it mostly covered with natural vegetation types?

The USGS GAP website (http://gapanalysis.usgs.gov/viewers) provides 
mapped land cover data for the entire United States that uses the ecologi-
cal systems approach, developed by NatureServe, to classify broad vegeta-
tion types, which represent recurring groups of natural communities that are 
found in similar physical environments and are influenced by similar ecologi-

Blue Ridge Conservancy (BRC) in North 
Carolina routinely uses GIS data sources 
to assess the biological conservation val-
ues of new land protection projects. These 
sources include the North Carolina Natu-
ral Heritage Program database and mul-
tiple data layers available from the One 
North Carolina Naturally program, such 
as the Biodiversity and Wildlife Habitat, 
Open Space and Conservation Lands, 
and Water Services Assessments layers. 

“Having this mapped data in-house is 
indispensable,” said Eric Hiegl, deputy 
director of BRC. “We can easily look to 
see if a property has records of rare spe-
cies, if it contains high value habitat, and if 
it’s adjacent to other protected lands in the 
area.” The information helps BRC’s board 
consider whether to move forward with a 
land protection project. It is also useful for 
drafting the conservation easement and 
for fundraising appeals and applications.

EXAMPLE: Mapped Data Is Key for the Blue Ridge Conservancy
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cal processes and natural disturbances (Comer et al. 2003). The GAP land 
cover mapping classifies 551 types of vegetation (or system types) with names 
such as Acadian-Appalachian Montane Spruce-Fir Forest, Laurentian-
Acadian Northern Hardwoods Forest, 
and Boreal-Laurentian Conifer Acidic 
Swamp. It also includes 32 land-use 
classes that depict various intensities 
of developed or disturbed areas such as 
quarries, vineyards, and cropland.

The website provides online map 
viewers for viewing the land cover data 
and making basic maps. The data is also 
freely available for download in GIS format. A different website, called Na-
tureServe Explorer (www.natureserve.org/explorer), provides detailed descrip-
tions of the individual vegetation types, such as the characteristic plant species, 
landforms, and ecological process. However, a single vegetation type can span 
multiple states, and some of the information in the descriptions (such as the 
component species) may not apply to a specific project area.

LAND COVER QUESTIONS

Questions to consider concerning land cover types:
•  What land cover types occur on the property ac-

cording to USGS GAP land cover mapping?
•  What are the descriptions for the vegetation 

types according to the NatureServe Explorer 
website?

The Perry Reservation contains seven vegetation types (NatureServe Ecological System 

types) according to USGS GAP land cover mapping. (Map by the author.)

See page 92
for color 

enlargement 
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EXAMPLE: Ecological System Type

This is an example of ecological system 
type descriptions from the NatureServe 
Explorer website. Note: An ecological 
system type can span multiple ecoregions. 

Thus, some of the constituent species 
mentioned in a system type description 
may not actually occur in your project 
area. 

Ecological System Comprehensive Report

Scientific Name: Appalachian (Hemlock)-Northern Hardwood Forest
Unique Identifier: CES202.593

Summary: This forested system of the northeastern U.S. ranges from central New England 
west to Lake Erie and south to the higher elevations of Virginia and West Virginia. It is one 
of the matrix forest types in the northern part of the Central Interior and Appalachian Divi-
sion. Northern hardwoods such as Acer saccharum, Betula alleghaniensis, and Fagus grandifolia 
are characteristic, either forming a deciduous canopy or mixed with Tsuga canadensis (or in 
some cases Pinus strobus). Other common and sometimes dominant trees include Quercus spp. 
(most commonly Quercus rubra), Liriodendron tulipifera, Prunus serotina, and Betula lenta. It is 
of more limited extent and more ecologically constrained in the southern part of its range, in 
northern parts of Virginia and West Virginia.

Scientific Name: Central Appalachian Dry Oak-Pine Forest
Unique Identifier: CES202.591

Summary: These oak and oak-pine forests cover large areas in the low- to mid-elevation cen-
tral Appalachians and middle Piedmont. The topography and landscape position range from 
rolling hills to steep slopes, with occasional occurrences on more level, ancient alluvial fans. In 
the highly dissected fall zone of Maryland and the District of Columbia, where the Piedmont 
and Coastal Plain meet, it is also found on dry knolls capped with Pleistocene- and Tertiary-
aged fluvial cobble and gravel terrace deposits. Soils are typically coarse and infertile; they may 
be deep (on glacial deposits in the northern and terrace deposits in the southern parts of the 
system’s range), or more commonly shallow, on rocky slopes of acidic rock (shale, sandstone, 
other acidic igneous or metamorphic rock). The well-drained soils and exposure create dry 
conditions. The forest is mostly closed canopy but can include patches of more open wood-
lands. It is dominated by a variable mixture of dry-site oak and pine species, most typically 
Quercus prinus, Pinus virginiana, and Pinus strobus, but sometimes Quercus alba and/or Quercus 
coccinea. The system may include areas of oak forest, pine forest (usually small), and mixed oak-
pine forest. Heath shrubs such as Vaccinium pallidum, Gaylussacia baccata, and Kalmia latifolia 
are common in the understory and often form a dense layer. Embedded submesic ravines and 
concave landforms support slightly more diverse forests characterized by mixtures of oaks, 
several hickories, Cornus florida, and sometimes Liriodendron tulipifera. Small hillslope pock-
ets with impeded drainage may support small isolated wetlands with Acer rubrum and Nyssa 
sylvatica characteristic. Disturbance agents include fire, windthrow, and ice damage. Increased 
site disturbance generally leads to secondary forest vegetation with a greater proportion of 
Pinus virginiana and weedy hardwoods such as Acer rubrum.
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While the GAP land cover mapping 
lacks the conservation status ranks and 
detail of on-the-ground natural com-
munity mapping, it still provides a quick 
and easy general assessment of vegeta-
tion types on a property, particularly for 
the earliest stages of project evaluation. 

Preparing for Fieldwork

From landowner interviews to free online land cover mapping, there are many 
tools for land trusts to construct a quick and dirty biological assessment of a 
project at the earliest stages of planning. These free and convenient resources 
can be very helpful for gauging a project’s significance, for identifying poten-
tial funding and partnership opportunities, and for guiding a more detailed, 
on-the-ground biological inventory of the property later on. However, they 
are not a replacement for fieldwork. The Natural Heritage Program database 
may have no records of rare species and natural communities for the property 
simply because no biologist has ever visited the property. The priority habitats 
mapped in a SWAP, wetlands mapped by NWI, and vegetation types mapped 
by the USGS GAP are derived from aerial photographs or satellite data are 
often inaccurate at the parcel scale and need to be inspected and verified on the 
ground. The point is not to eliminate the need for fieldwork but to get as much 
information regarding biological priorities injected into the land protection 
discussion as early as possible when it has the greatest impact on the trajectory 
of the project. When resources allow, consider a more detailed, on-the-ground 
biological inventory by a qualified biologist.

NATURESERVE EXPLORER

NatureServe Explorer (www.natureserve.org/explor 
er) is an authoritative source for information on more 
than 70,000 plants, animals, and ecosystems of the 
United States and Canada. It includes particularly 
in-depth coverage of rare and endangered species. 
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Ecoregions of the United States of America
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S I X

On-site Biological Features Inventories

As we discussed in chapter five, there are two components of a biological  
assessment. The first is to gather and analyze maps and information on 

a potential project in an off-site review. Next, it is helpful to follow up with 
an on-site biological inventory to verify the data you have collected and find 
information that may not be in your preliminary data. 

Is a Biological Inventory Necessary?

One way or another, on-site biological inventories take time and usually mon-
ey. Land trust staff and volunteers (as well as landowners) may question when 
a biological inventory is needed. 

Determining if a biological inventory is needed is related to the risk of dam-
aging or not adequately protecting priority biological features, should they oc-
cur. Inventories are particularly recommended for projects that appear to have 
a high potential for containing priority biological features and when the own-
er’s intended reserved rights or uses of the property (such as forestry, ranching, 
building envelopes) might conflict with those attributes. Biological inventories 
are also recommended  for projects where the landowner intends to claim a 
tax deduction for the donation of a conservation easement and wishes to have 
robust documentation of the conservation values that qualify the project for 
such a deduction under the conservation purposes test of Internal Revenue 
Code (IRC) 170(h).

To determine the potential for priority biological features on a property 
(and help determine the need for an inventory), the off-site assessment meth-
ods reviewed above should first be completed. This will provide a good idea of 
the types of species, communities, and habitats that may occur on the prop-
erty. For instance, USGS topographic maps and National Wetlands Inventory 
(NWI) data may indicate the presence of streams and wetlands; the Natural 
Heritage information request report may indicate the presence of rare species 
or natural communities on the property or in nearby areas; the State Wildlife 
Action Plan (SWAP) mapping may indicate the presence of significant habi-
tat for Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN). The next step is to 
conduct a site visit and make sure that the property is in good condition: The 
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vegetation appears natural, and obvious features indicated from the mapping 
(such as streams, wetlands, forests, shrublands, and general habitat types) do, 
in fact, occur on the property. 

Next, it is helpful to speak with a Natural Heritage biologist (or other 
knowledgeable biologist) and describe the property’s physical features, the re-
sults of the off-site assessment, observations from the site visit, the current uses 
of the land, and the landowner’s (and the land trust’s) intentions for the future 
protection, management, and uses of the property. Based on your descriptions, 
the biologist can give his or her opinion on what rare species and natural com-
munities might occur on the project, how likely it is that these features occur, 
which are most important to verify, what seasons to look for them, how to look 
for them, and if the intended uses and management of the property will pose 
a threat to such features. In some cases, Natural Heritage biologists may be 
willing to come look at your project for free. 

Determining if a biological inventory is needed is related to the risk 
of damaging or not adequately protecting priority biological features, 
should they occur. 

If you decide to proceed with a biological inventory, it will likely require 
recruiting a volunteer biologist or hiring a biological consultant. In order to get 
the biggest bang for the buck, it’s important to have a basic understanding of 
what biological inventories involve so that you know what to ask for and what 
kind of biologist to use.

What Do Biological Inventories for  
Land Trust Projects Involve?

Many assume that a biological inventory entails cataloging all the plants and 
animals that occur on a property. But documenting all the species on a prop-
erty is impossible; some species will only be detectable during certain seasons, 
some require costly laboratory methods to identify, and some are so obscure 
that few biologists can identify them. Obviously, a biological inventory specific 
to a land trust project needs to be more practical and narrower in scope. 

First, it is important to consider how the information will be used. For typi-
cal land trust purposes, a biological inventory should provide information use-
ful for: 

•  Determining the significant biological conservation values of the 
project
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•  Enhancing fundraising and outreach efforts such as grant ap-
plications, campaign brochures, or newsletters

•  Drafting conservation easement language, including the conserva-
tion purposes, “whereas” clauses, restrictions, and reserved rights

•  Designating the easement area (or conservation area) boundaries 
and special management zones for sensitive features within the 
easement area (if needed)

•  Developing the baseline documentation report, including sup-
porting documentation that substantiates the conservation 
purposes under IRC 170(h)

•  Developing a management plan for the property

To be useful for these applications, the biological inventory should focus on 
the identification of priority biological features on the property—specifically, 
conservation priorities designated by formal methodologies and government-

sponsored programs. These features, re-
viewed in chapters three and four, can 
include state or federally protected spe-
cies, priority birds designated by Part-
ners in Flight (PIF) or the U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Joint Ven-
tures program, streams and wetlands, 
species or natural communities tracked 

by Natural Heritage Programs, Species of Greatest Conservation Need (or 
their habitat) listed under SWAPs, or other features. Just because a property 
contains priority biological features doesn’t mean that the project will actually 
protect those features; the actual conservation values of a project will depend 
on what sorts or protections are negotiated in the easement document and 
what sorts of management (including restoration activities) are necessary and 
possible over the long term. Thus, the objective of a biological inventory on 
land trust projects should be to evaluate the property in terms of its current and 
potential contributions to the conservation of priority biological features. 

The objective of a biological inventory on land trust projects should be 
to evaluate the property in terms of its current and potential contribu-
tions to the conservation of priority biological features. 

In other words, what priority biological features occur on, or use, the prop-
erty and what can be done for their protection and management? This is 
very different from asking the biologist to simply make a species list for the 
property.

RESOURCE FOR BIOLOGICAL INVENTORIES

For more information on biological inventories, see 
Biodiversity Inventory of Natural Lands: A How-to 
Manual for Foresters and Biologists by Andy Cutko 
(Arlington, Va.: NatureServe, 2009).
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There is no single right way to answer this question. Every project will have 
its own set of unique circumstances, and biologists will approach the question 
differently. But due to time and funding constraints, which are certain to be 
universal among land trust projects, the most practical approach is a recon-
naissance-based or walk-through biological inventory, which places greater 
emphasis on detecting the presence of priority biological features, as opposed to 
counting them, such as using quantitative sampling techniques. The goals of 
this approach are to:

 1. Document as many priority biological features as possible 
during a brief visit to the property by focusing on those that 
are most likely to occur, are readily observable and recogniz-
able, and provide the most useful information for protection 
and management.

 2. Assess protection and management needs for those features 
and the property in general.

 3. Determine if additional, possibly more technical, time- 
consuming, or season-specific fieldwork is needed.

In practice, the three most useful activities for biologists inventorying land 
trust projects are: 

 1. Natural community classification and mapping 
 2. Habitat assessments 
 3. Targeted searches for priority species 

The extent to which any of these three activities are accomplished during 
an inventory will depend on the skill set of the biologist, season and weather 
conditions, time and funding available, and how appropriate they are for the 
region or project. 

Natural Community and Habitat Inventories

Natural community and habitat inventories involve classifying and mapping 
such features on a property and describing their condition and manage-
ment needs. Thus, they are highly informative for conservation easement 
language, baseline documents, and management plans. Another benefit is 
that the seasonal window for assessing these features is much longer than 
for many species inventory targets, such as plants or breeding birds. When 
conducting such inventories, special emphasis should be placed on finding 
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and documenting rare or high-integrity natural communities and habitats 
for rare or priority species. 

Natural Community Inventories
If time permits, a biologist should identify and map the fine-scale natural 
community (or National Vegetation Classification [NVC] association or alli-
ance) types on the entire property using the standardized classification system 
provided by the state Natural Heritage Program or NatureServe (see chapter 
four). The level of identification and mapping detail will depend on the season 
(some natural communities require the identification of herbaceous species, 
which could be dormant or buried under snow), mobility and access issues 
(some properties can be hard to get around on), the size of the property, and 
how much time the biologist has to do fieldwork. At a minimum, the rare or 
high-integrity natural community occurrences should be mapped. 

During a natural community inventory, a biologist may begin by reviewing 
descriptions of natural communities known to occur in the general area based 
on publications and Natural Heritage Program data. Then, the biologist may 
review aerial photographs and topographical, geological, soil, and land cover 
maps and use this information to sketch a preliminary map (perhaps mentally) 

EXAMPLE: Fine-Scale Natural Community Mapping 
(From Sheepscott Valley Conservation Association.)

See page 93
for color 

enlargement 
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of natural communities and habitats for the project. Once in the field, the bi-
ologist will seek to confirm the identity and boundaries of the communities on 
this map and make adjustments as needed. 

To the extent practical, the biologist should also assess (or rank) the qual-
ity or integrity of the individual natural community occurrences by applying 
the Natural Heritage Programs’ or NatureServe’s element observation spec-
ifications (if they have been developed for the community types in question) 
or by generally assessing the condition, size, and landscape context of the 
occurrences (reviewed in chapter three). This can help demonstrate signifi-
cance under IRC 170(h) by providing evidence of a high-quality example of 
a terrestrial community (IRS 1.170A-14 “significant habitat or ecosystem”) 
and give an indication of what management actions are needed (such as 
restoration).

Habitat Inventories 
Identification of rare plant habitat on a project is often synonymous with the 
natural community mapping process. (Many Natural Heritage Programs list 

EXAMPLE: Natural Community Mapping
(From Michael Scisco, BioGeoCreations.)

See page 94
for color 

enlargement 
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rare plants associated with natural communities.) Thus, habitat mapping often 
implies a focus on wildlife. 

The habitat descriptions in SWAPs provide a standardized, government-
supported framework for classifying wildlife habitats, including priority habi-
tats for SGCN. If SWAP habitat types have already been mapped for the state 
(available as GIS layers), the most straightforward approach is to confirm the 
identification and boundaries of those mapped habitats in the field. If SWAP 
habitat mapping is not available, a biologist can use the habitat classifications 
described in the SWAPs to manually identify and map habitat types in the 
field. The vegetation types indicated in the USGS GAP land cover mapping 

EXAMPLE: On-the-Ground Wildlife Habitat Mapping 
 This map uses classifications from the New Hampshire SWAP.  

(Adapted from Van de Poll 2008.)

See page 95
for color 

enlargment 
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can be helpful for this process by providing preliminary delineations that can 
be modified, based on fieldwork.

Habitats described in SWAPs tend to be generalized (for example, spruce-
fir forest, cove forest, early successional areas) and are meant to capture suites 
of species. In certain cases, it may be appropriate to also map more specific 
habitat features for individual priority wildlife species. For example, in North 
Carolina’s SWAP, low-elevation cliffs and rock outcrops are identified as a 
habitat type for the green salamander (state endangered), eastern woodrat 
(state special concern), and the timber rattlesnake (state special concern) in 
the Southern Appalachian Ecoregion. Yet, the specific types of low-elevation 
cliffs and rock outcrops used by each of these species can be quite different. 
A biologist conducting an inventory in this area may wish to differentiate be-
tween rock outcrops that appear suitable for green salamander breeding from 
those that appear suitable for the eastern woodrat, or for maternity sites for the 
timber rattlesnakes.

Species Inventories

The objective of a species inventory for land protection applications is to docu-
ment occurrences of plant and wildlife species, particularly priority species. 
However, there are practical issues to consider when choosing which species, 
or groups of species to focus on during fieldwork. Some species are more read-
ily observable over a wider range of seasons and conditions or are more readily 
recognizable than others. Also, some species groups have been better studied 
than others, and their conservation priority and protection and management 
needs are better understood. Thus, certain species groups are more amenable to 
inventory work and more useful for informing land protection projects. 

During an inventory, the biologist should record all recognizable species 
observed during the course of fieldwork, but the primary goal should be to 
document as many priority species as possible, to the extent season, time, and 
conditions permit. This is done by searching for those priority species with the 
highest potential to occur that are readily observable without time-consuming 
techniques, within the appropriate habitats. 

Targeted species searches are usually done by first creating a list of poten-
tial priority species for the project based on occurrences already known from 
the property or nearby areas (such as those identified in the Natural Heritage 
information request report, SWAPs, or bird checklists for the area). Then the 
biologist reviews habitat descriptions for those species and identifies potential 
habitat areas on the property based on aerial photographs, topographical and 
land cover maps, and other mapped information, or by direct observation in 
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the field (such as during the habitat mapping process). Next, the biologist uses 
this information to focus searches in the areas of the property with the highest 
probability of containing priority species.

When a priority species is found (or evidence of its occurrence, such as 
tracks or scat), its location should be mapped (perhaps recorded with a Global 
Positioning System unit, or GPS) and basic information related to relative 
abundance and viability should be quickly noted, such as the number of stems 
in a patch of rare plants, extent of the patch, number of animals observed dur-
ing a recorded amount of time, and evidence of reproduction (flowers, seed 
heads, eggs, juveniles, nests), disease, predation, and so on. Natural Heritage 
Programs often request this type of information for reports on rare species 
occurrences. 

Species inventories will usually need to be conducted by qualified biologists. 
Detailed information on identification and sampling methods is beyond the 
scope of this book; however, such references are easily found by searching the 
Internet. The following is a review of the sorts of activities and practical con-
siderations involved during species inventories. Field workers should be sure to 
have the appropriate scientific collection permits, particularly when targeting 
state and federally protected species or when trapping, handling, or otherwise 
potentially harassing animals, even if no collecting is anticipated. 
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Plants 
Plants, particularly vascular species, tend to be the most diverse group of read-
ily observable organisms on a property, and a typical property can have hun-
dreds of species. Plants are well studied, and most regions have higher num-
bers of rare plants than rare animals. Plus, they don’t run away like animals 
do, lending themselves nicely to biological inventories, and botanical surveys 
can often be done simultaneously with natural community mapping. Thus, 
botanical inventories can be very productive for determining conservation 
values and for informing protection and management efforts. However, some 
plants can only be identified during the growing season or when the plant is 
flowering or fruiting. Others are not easily recognizable in the field, even by 
experts, and will need to be collected and identified using magnification and 
botanical keys. 

Plants don’t run away like animals do, lending themselves nicely to 
biological inventories, and botanical surveys can often be done simul-
taneously with natural community mapping. 

Birds
Perhaps the most practical and useful group of animals to target during species 
inventories is birds, which tend to be the most diverse and easily observable 
vertebrate wildlife on a property. As discussed in chapter three, there are nu-
merous priority assessments and conservation plans available for birds, and un-
der the right conditions and season (usually spring), a thorough list of breeding 
birds can be documented in as little as a single morning (depending on the size 
of the property) by an investigator able to identify birds by sight, song, and call. 

Since birding is a popular recreational activity, there is also a large pool 
of potential volunteers (such as from the local Audubon Society chapter). 
Multitalented biologists can easily tally bird species while doing other tasks, 
such as natural community or plant inventories. Rare or secretive target bird 
species can sometimes be observed by playing amplified recordings of their 
songs and calls within the appropriate season, habitats, and times of day 
(although this should be done sparingly so as not to harass breeding birds). 
Other more standardized and quantitative sampling methods include mist 
netting and point counts, where the observer stands in one place while count-
ing all the birds heard and seen within a certain distance and period of time 
(usually three to ten minutes). However, simply counting the number of each 
bird species observed during the field visit, while visiting as many habitats as 
possible, is usually adequate for basic inventory purposes and maximizes the 
number of species detected.
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Bird prioritization schemes (such as PIF or Natural Heritage Programs’ con-
servation status rankings) typically apply to breeding occurrences, thus breeding 
bird surveys in spring are the most useful for determining conservation values 
on a property. However, bird surveys during other seasons can be useful as well. 
For instance, documenting migratory use or overwinter use of the property by 
birds, particularly by waterfowl and shorebirds on properties with large wet-
land features, can be useful for documenting conservation values substantiated 
by conservation plans administered by the USFWS Division of Bird Habitat 
Conservation–Joint Ventures Program, such as the North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan and U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan. This information is 
also very important if applying for North American Wetland Conservation Act 
grants.

Amphibians 
As with most animals, many amphibian species are more detectable in certain 
seasons. Aquatic breeding species of amphibians can be detected by dip net-
ting, seine netting, searching for their eggs, using aquatic funnel or minnow 

Birding clubs, such as the local Audubon Society chapter, are potential sources of qualified volunteers for 

conducting bird inventories. (Photo by Lishka Arata.)
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traps, or—for some frogs and toads—listening for their breeding calls during 
the appropriate season and weather conditions. 

Other species can be surveyed by turning over cover objects such as rocks 
and logs, driving roads or searching the ground with a flashlight on warm, 
wet nights, or by using pitfall traps (deep and narrow buckets or cans bur-
ied flush with the surface of the ground where animals fall in but can’t jump 
out). Searches for terrestrial and stream-dwelling salamander species can be a 
productive inventory activity, particularly in regions of the country with high 
numbers of rare and endemic species, such as the Pacific Northwest and south-
eastern states (especially the southern Appalachians). 

Reptiles
Snakes and lizards can be surveyed in appropriate seasons by searching bask-
ing areas during the appropriate time of day, turning over cover objects, raking 
through leaf litter and debris, or using pitfall traps. Certain turtles can also be 
detected by searching basking areas, by probing in muddy or boggy areas, or by 
setting various live-capture turtle traps. Carefully driving roads on cool nights 
when reptiles are drawn to the road’s warmth is also a useful inventory method. 

Searches for eggs is one method to inventory pond breeding amphibians. (Photo by Jonathan Mays.)
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Lizards can be surveyed in appropriate seasons by searching basking areas during the appropriate time of 

day. (Photo by the author.)
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Mammals 
Larger mammals and some smaller mammals can sometimes be observed 
directly, but more often by sign, such as tracks or scat. Carnivores are also 
commonly inventoried with baited, motion-detecting game cameras. Survey-
ing small mammals (such as shrews, moles, voles, and other rodents) usually 
requires trapping them with Sherman traps (a small aluminum live trap), snap 
traps, or pitfall traps. Small mammal trapping can be laborious and time con-
suming and usually requires frequent return visits by the biologist to check and 
reset traps. Thus, the costs (time and money) and benefits (number of priority 
species detected) of trapping compared with focusing fieldwork on other, more 
easily detected species groups should be considered. 

Fish 
Typical fish-sampling methods include the use of dip nets, aquatic funnel 
traps, seine nets, snorkeling, and electro-fishing. Consult state wildlife agen-
cies because they may already have fish inventory data for the water bodies on 
your project. Fish inventories using electro-fishing techniques require special-
ized equipment and personnel and can be expensive. As with small mammal 
trapping, the number of priority species likely to be detected, compared to the 
costs, should be considered.

Carnivores can be documented by direct observation, by searching for tracks and scat, or 

with the use of motion-detecting game cameras. (Photo by the author.)
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Butterflies and Dragonflies 
Butterflies and dragonflies (including skippers and damselflies) can be sur-
veyed by searching appropriate habitats during the hours of favorable weather 
(sunny with low wind speeds) in the appropriate season. They are usually di-
rectly observed on the wing with close-focus binoculars or by capture with a 
hand net. As with birds, they can be quite diverse on a property and can be a 
very productive group to target, particularly during the middle, hotter portions 
of the day when birds are less detectable. 

Electro-fishing is an effective inventory method for fish but requires specialized equipment. 

(Photo by the author.)
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Other Species Groups 
Other species groups such as moss, lichens, fungi, and many invertebrates 
(besides butterflies and dragonflies) represent more of a challenge and are 
less frequently targeted during basic biological inventories. When occur-
rences of priority species from these groups can be identified, it’s obviously 
very useful. However, these species are less well studied and there are fewer 
biologist qualified to search for them. Moreover, the relative conservation 
status and priority of species from these groups may not be well established 
in some states. 

Finding the Right Person for the Job

The majority of land trusts do not have field biologists on their staff or board, 
and biological inventories usually entail hiring a consultant, but volunteers may 
be available. Professors, graduate students, or student interns from local uni-
versities are a potential source. The local botanical or herpetological society or 
chapter of the Audubon Society may provide excellent volunteers. Using vol-
unteers is a way to cut costs and engage the local community. However, there 
is the risk that the results will be less predictable, lower quality, and slower in 
coming. Volunteers may also require significant staff time to organize. And 
keep in mind, just because someone is willing to volunteer doesn’t mean he or 
she is highly qualified. Land trusts should interpret the work of volunteers and 
college interns within the context of their background and experience.

Another thing to consider is that field biologists tend to specialize and dif-
fer in their expertise. For example, a typical wildlife biologist may be qualified 
to assess a property in terms of managing habitats for the production of game 
species like white-tailed deer, turkey, and grouse but may not have experience 
conducting inventories of nongame species such as salamanders, butterflies, 
and songbirds. A forester may be qualified to map the timber stands on the 
property and make silvicultural recommendations but may not have experience 
applying the natural community classifications developed by Natural Heritage 
Programs and NatureServe or managing for imperiled plant species. If you 
crack open the local yellow pages and look up a consulting biologist, chances 
are that you will get someone who specializes in environmental regulatory is-
sues and focuses on those biological attributes that are relevant to permitting, 
such as jurisdictional streams and wetlands and federal- and state-endangered 
species. Remember, the majority of priority biological features that are impor-
tant to document for land trust purposes are not necessarily listed or protected, 
thus many environmental consultants will have little experience with them. 
However, such regulatory consultants are very useful for the separate purpose 
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of ensuring a landowner’s compliance with environmental laws, depending on 
the proposed uses of the land.

For land trust purposes, the ideal inventory biologist is a widely trained field 
naturalist with the ability to: 

 1. Identify and map natural communities. 
 2. Identify and map habitats for priority species.
 3. Recognize and conduct inventories for a variety of species 

groups. 

Typically biologists specialize in either plants or animals, so it may be diffi-
cult to find someone who can do everything; usually the best option is an ecol-
ogist, botanist, or nongame zoologist. Biologists with field experience working 
in the vicinity of the project area will generally be more knowledgeable about 
the local flora and fauna than those from away. It’s also good if the biologist has 
experience working for land trusts. Someone who understands the basics of 
the land protection process is likely to give you a more useful product. Natural 
Heritage Programs and TNC often hire consulting biologists and are a good 
source for biologist referrals. 

Another consideration is the technological capabilities of the biologist. 
Consider if the biologist is able to submit reports in an electronic format, col-
lect locational information in the field using GPS, create finished maps using 
GIS, provide digital photographs, and so on.
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Getting the Most from a Biologist

When you hire a professional biologist for an on-site biological inventory, you 
want to make the best use of his or her time—and the best use of the contract 
fee—to get the information you need. That starts with good communication 
about the research you’ve already completed and a clear description of the re-
ports you expect from his or her fieldwork. 

Communicate the Project Background 
Give the biologist any relevant background information that might save time 
and duplication of effort.

•  Give the biologist the results of the off-site review process de-
scribed in chapter five, particularly the results from the Natural 
Heritage information request.

•  Provide any other natural resource related reports, such as forest 
management plans, wetland delineations, and so on.

•  Tell the biologist what the intentions of the landowner and land 
trust are for the protection and management of the property. Ask 
him or her to inspect specific areas where the owner is consider-
ing conducting such activities as timber harvests, clearing for 
pasture, creating wildlife food plots, digging ponds, or building 
structures, roads, or driveways. This way the biologist can provide 
advice on any biodiversity considerations.

Communicate Your Needs to a Biologist 
Ask the biologist to evaluate the property in terms of its current and potential 
contributions to the conservation of priority biological features. The following 
is an idealized list of on-site inventory objectives. The extent to which any of 
these are accomplished will depend on the season, the funding and time avail-
able, and the investigator’s expertise: 

 1. Identify, map, and assess the quality of: 
•  Natural community types (or NVC associations or allianc-

es) using standardized classifications developed by the state 
Natural Heritage Program or NatureServe

•  Habitat types using the broad habitat classifications de-
scribed in the SWAP for suites of species or narrower habi-
tats described by other sources for individual priority species 
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•  Priority species occurrences, targeting those species with 
the highest potential to occur on the project and that are 
readily observable during the season and timing of the visit

 2. Record all recognizable species observed during the course of 
fieldwork.

It is also important to specify what you expect from the biologist—what the 
deliverables will be and what the report should contain. (See “Final Report and 
Mapping” section later in this chapter.)

Potential Rare Species 
In terms of deliverables, it is often help-
ful to have the biologist (to the best of 
her or his ability) provide a list of rare or 
priority species that potentially use the 
property, based on the biologist’s obser-
vation of apparently suitable habitat on 
site and known occurrences in the vi-
cinity of the project. He or she should 
describe the protections and manage-
ment actions necessary to conserve those 
habitats, as if the habitat were occupied. 
Regardless of whether the species them-
selves have been observed on the prop-
erty, this list can help document the 
project’s conservation value and provide 
targets for protection and management 
actions. 

Even with a significant survey effort, 
species may be present but escape detec-
tion. A species may only use the habitats 
on a particular property intermittently 
from year to year or, even when present, 
may not be detectable every year. A spe-
cies may also go undetected during the 
inventory due to season, bad weather 
conditions, or lack of time and resources. 

Given these challenges and uncer-
tainties, and the fact that the leading 
threat to biodiversity is habitat loss, land 
trusts can stack the odds in favor of bio-

PLAN FOR LOGISTICS 

When sending a biologist in the field, be sure to make 
all the necessary arrangements and give the biolo-
gist everything needed ahead of time. This will save 
time and money and avoid problems. 

 1. Make sure the biologist has adequate bound-
ary maps for the property, preferably a USGS 
map with the boundary plotted on top.

 2. Make sure to inform the biologist of any logis-
tical and access issues:

•  Are detailed instructions to the field site 
needed?

•  Is four-wheel drive needed?
•  Are keys or combinations needed for 

locked gates? 
•  Are there property managers, confron-

tational neighbors, potential marijuana 
farmers, or dogs to be aware of?

•  Is there cell phone service?
 3. Tell the landowner or property manager when 

the biologist will visit and make sure the 
biologist knows whom to call if there is a 
problem. 
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diversity by protecting apparently suitable habitat, regardless of whether it is 
currently occupied. This not only provides for a species if it is present, but also 
provides for future recovery or recolonization if it’s currently absent. Obvi-
ously, confirmation of habitat use by a rare species provides more certainty and 
should be pursued when possible. (It may be necessary when asking a land-
owner to give up certain rights through restrictions in an easement.) But if a 
biologist thinks the habitat looks good for a rare species, the species is known 
to occur in nearby areas, and the landowner is amenable, why not claim it as a 
conservation value and protect that habitat as if it were occupied?

Even with a significant survey effort, target species may be present 
but escape detection.

Another benefit of identifying a list of potential priority species based on 
apparently suitable habitat is that it provides a target list for additional species-
specific inventory fieldwork that may need to occur in follow-up visits, in a 
specific season, or using specific sampling techniques.

Sensitive Areas, Special Management Zones, and Buffers 
Another deliverable to request from the biologist is to have him or her iden-
tify specific areas within the property that should receive special protections 
and/or management. These areas may contain priority features such as priority 
species, priority habitat, rare or high-integrity natural communities, streams, 
wetlands or other priority features, or concentrations of such features. This is 
particularly important for land trust projects where the protection of biodiver-
sity must be balanced with uses such as farming, ranching, forestry, or limited 
development on the same property. 

An easement document may address this situation by delineating different 
zones on the property subject to different sets of restrictions, such as highly 
restricted areas for biodiversity protection (also called forever wild zones, natu-
ral areas, environmentally sensitive areas, or special management zones) and 
less restricted areas for compatible uses such as commercial forestry (com-
patible use zones). Sensitive area mapping can also provide a constraint map 
for limited development or conservation development projects (Milder 2006), 
allowing planners or landscape architects to locate building envelopes, roads, 
driveways, and so forth in the least sensitive areas and allowing land trusts to 
determine which areas are priorities for protection and what these protections 
should entail.

Ensuring the protection of priority biological features can involve protecting 
more area than where the feature itself occurs; such features usually need to be 
buffered from incompatible uses on adjacent areas. For example, conservation 
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EXAMPLE: Designating Multiple Zones of Use in a Conservation Easement 

See page 96
for color 

enlargement 

Prior to drafting a conservation easement to protect the Peirce Wildlife and Forest Reser-

vation (a property owned by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests), 

detailed biological and timber stand inventories were conducted to determine which ar-

eas were most appropriate for sustainable forestry or protection as wildlands. Based on 

this information, the conservation easement designates special management zones, each 

subject to different restrictions and permitted uses. In this map, Zone II, or wildlands, are 

highly restricted areas for biodiversity protection, and Zone I, or buffer lands, are less re-

stricted areas for compatible uses such as commercial forestry.  (From the Society for the Protection 

of New Hampshire Forests.) 
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easements are often placed on jurisdictionally delineated wetlands as part of 
mitigation or development projects. Simply using the jurisdictional wetland de-
lineation boundaries as the easement area boundaries (or special management 
zone boundaries within an easement area) without securing adequate buffer 
protections in the surrounding upland areas may not actually protect the eco-
logical processes that support the wetland or its habitat values. For instance, 
digging a pond in an upland area adjacent to a jurisdictional wetland boundary 
can alter the subsurface hydrology, effectively draining the wetland. Placing a 
building envelope adjacent to a jurisdictional wetland boundary could destroy 
habitat for imperiled plant species that grow in the transition zone (or ecotone) 
between wetlands and uplands.

Ensuring the protection of priority biological features can involve pro-
tecting a larger area than where the feature itself occurs.

The necessary widths of and restrictions within buffers vary regionally and 
depend on the features you are trying to protect. Protecting a narrow, vegetated 
buffer along a creek or stream may help protect water quality, but a much larger 
vegetated buffer may be needed to protect riparian habitat features for rare 
animals and plants. Protecting habitat for rare vernal pool-breeding amphib-
ians (like certain salamanders) may actually require protecting a much larger 
life zone surrounding the pool (the terrestrial habitat where the animal spends 
most of its life) in addition to the pool area itself.

In addition to buffer areas, intervening areas between priority features may 
need to be protected as small-scale linkage areas to provide connectivity and 
prevent habitat fragmentation. Linkage areas may also provide connectivity to 
areas outside the project, such as adjacent protected properties. Priority fea-
tures, buffer areas, and linkage areas may be combined and treated as the ease-
ment area itself (excluding the other areas of the property from the easement), 
combined as a single special management zone within a larger easement area, 
or treated separately as multiple types of special management zones in a single 
easement. 

Determining the boundaries of the easement area, or special management 
zones within the easement, may require negotiations between the land trust 
and the landowner. In such cases, it is helpful if sensitive areas are categorized 
according to their relative conservation priority. For instance, the most impor-
tant features (such as G1–G2 Element Occurrences) can be captured in areas 
categorized as critical priority, whereas the more common or less sensitive pri-
ority features can be captured in areas categorized as basic priorities.

The biologist should be asked to identify sensitive areas requiring special 
protections and management, provide maps depicting such areas, categorize 
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their relative conservation priority, and suggest restoration, protection, and 
management needs within them.

Natural Heritage Program Reporting
After the fieldwork is completed, and with landowner permission, the biologist 
should report all rare species and natural communities (Element Occurrences) 
to the Natural Heritage Program. Most Natural Heritage Programs provide a 
field survey form for reporting such observations, and these should be included 
in the final biological report as well. Reporting such observations helps scien-
tists understand the distribution and status of rare species and maximizes the 
conservation benefit of survey efforts.

EXAMPLE: Map of Priority Conservation Areas on a Project
(From Sheepscott Valley Conservation Association.)

See page 97
for color 

enlargement 

This map shows sensitive areas categorized by their relative conservation priority. Such a map is useful 

when negotiating the boundaries of an easement area, or the boundaries of special management zones 

within an easement area.  (Map by the author.)
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Many Natural Heritage Programs provide field survey forms for reporting field research findings, like this one 

for the California Natural Diversity Database. (From California Natural Diversity Database: www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/

submitting_data_to_cnddb.asp.) 
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Final Report and Mapping 
As a final product, the biologist should provide a written report that contains:

 1. Useful results from the preliminary off-site reviews of biologi-
cal conservation values. 

 2. Maps (including GIS layers) and descriptions of natural com-
munities, habitats, and priority species locations determined 
from on-site fieldwork.

 3. A list of potential priority species for the property based on 
field observations of apparently suitable habitat and known 
occurrences near the project.

 4. Lists of all species observed.
 5. Descriptions of protection and management needs: 

•  What areas of the property are priorities for special pro-
tections and management, including sensitive areas, special 
management zones, and buffer areas?

•  What specific protections, such as restrictions in an ease-
ment or management actions (including restoration), are 
needed to maintain or enhance the identified priority con-
servation features? 

 6. Descriptions of future fieldwork and research needs that may 
require specialized techniques or specific seasons. 

 7. Completed field survey forms submitted to the Natural Heri-
tage Program for observations of rare species and natural 
communities.
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S E V E N

Using Biological Assessments  
to Protect Biodiversity

Once the biological assessment and report are complete, it’s time to put 
that information to work! 

Project Selection and Fundraising

The off- and on-site biological assessment process identifies the potential con-
servation values of a project and what protection and management actions 
are needed. The land trust should first use this information to reevaluate its 
interest in pursuing the project and determine if the site meets its acquisition 
criteria. While there are many factors to consider when selecting a project 
(Land Trust Standards and Practices, standard 8), the biological analysis helps 
land trusts determine if: 

 1. The conservation values are significant and can be realistically 
protected.

 2. There is a demonstrable public benefit to the project.
 3. The project supports the mission of the land trust. 

Assuming the land trust decides to proceed with the project, it often must 
raise funds for the purchase of a conservation easement or fee title to the prop-
erty, as well as a stewardship endowment. Fundraising appeals and grant ap-
plications are usually stronger with information from biological assessments. 
Substantiated biological information can dramatically reinforce the impor-
tance of the project by providing validation of its conservation values and by 
emphasizing that the project has a public benefit and is a strategic use of funds. 
Some grants may specifically require information on the property’s priority 
species and natural communities and habitats or how the project contributes 
to the goals of a landscape-scale conservation plan. 

It Pays to Know: Biological Information Can Help Fundraising
The Northeast Wilderness Trust (NWT) needed to raise almost $2 million 
to acquire a fee title to a property in central Maine that was adjacent to, and 
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complemented, several other large land protection projects of ecological signif-
icance. To ensure the property’s significant biological features were protected 
and to bolster fundraising efforts, the NWT worked with Sweet Water Trust’s 
staff biologist to compile existing biological data for the area, conduct addi-
tional biological inventories, and visit the property with an ecologist from the 
Maine Natural Areas Program. 

The off-site review of existing biological data revealed that the property 
contained known occurrences of several state rare animals and was identified 
in The Nature Conservancy (TNC) Ecoregional Portfolio. On-site biological 
inventories on the property and the surrounding project areas resulted in the 
discovery of new rare animal occurrences, a new county record for a state rare 
plant, and several new records of rare and high-integrity natural communi-
ties. The information was critical to obtaining a $1 million grant through the 
North American Wetland Conservation Act.

Largely as a result of this new biological information, the project area was 
designated as a focus area under the State Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP), which 
gave the NWT access to an additional $200,000 of grant funding for which 
it was previously ineligible and greatly bolstered the organization’s chances of 
obtaining funds from other grantors.

“The detailed biological information collected about the property was abso-
lutely essential in raising two-thirds of our project budget and extremely help-
ful in raising the rest,” said NWT executive director Jim Northup.

Alder Stream Preserve. (Photo by Jim Northup.)
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Drafting Conservation Easement  
Language for Biodiversity Protection

A conservation easement is a voluntary, legal agreement negotiated between 
the landowner and the land trust that restricts certain uses of the land, such as 
development, to achieve certain conservation goals, such as the protection of 
farmland, working forests, and/or biodiversity. While some easements are tem-
porary, most (including those that qualify for charitable tax deductions) are per-
manent and bind the property owner (and his or her successors) “in perpetuity.” 
For easements where conserving biodiversity is the primary goal, the biological 
analysis and inventory report is critical to the negotiation and drafting of the 
easement because it identifies the priority biological attributes of the property 
and specifies what uses are compatible or incompatible with those attributes.

There are many resources available that provide guidance on drafting conser-
vation easement documents, and many models are available for different types 
of projects, such as farmland protection, 
working forests, and water quality protec-
tion. Much of an easement document will 
be standardized boilerplate language and 
may be influenced by certain state stat-
utes. Other sections are more flexible and 
can be tailored to the circumstances of 
the individual project, such as the conser-
vation purposes, restrictions and reserved 
rights sections, and the whereas clauses 
(discussed in the next paragraph). Sweet 
Water Trust, a grant-making foundation 
dedicated to wildlands conservation in 
the northeastern United States, collabo-
rated with a number of experts with legal, 
biological, and stewardship backgrounds 
to create a “forever wild” model easement 
with language specifically tailored for the protection of biodiversity, natural area, 
and wildland values. This model also provides an excellent example of how the 
findings of a biological analysis can be incorporated into conservation easement 
language. The Sweet Water Trust’s Model Conservation Easement: To Protect 
Land as Wild can be downloaded from its website (www.sweetwatertrust.org).

Conservation easements usually begin with a list of recitals or where-
as clauses that contain factual descriptions of the property and provide the 
background, legal foundation, and public benefit rationale for the conserva-
tion easement and its restrictions. These clauses should clearly describe each 

RESOURCES FOR DRAFTING  
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS

•  The Sweet Water Trust Model Conservation Ease-
ment: To Protect Land as Wild (www.sweetwater-
trust.org).

•  The Conservation Easement Handbook, second 
edition, by Elizabeth Byers and Karin Marchetti 
Ponte (Washington, D.C.: Land Trust Alliance and 
The Trust for Public Land, 2005).

•  Protecting Surface Water Quality with Conserva-
tion Easements: A Process Guide for Land Trusts, 
Landowners, and Public Agencies by Brenda Lind 
(Washington, D.C.: Land Trust Alliance, 2004).

•  Working Forest Conservation Easements: A Pro-
cess Guide for Land Trusts, Landowners, and Public 
Agencies by Brenda Lind (Washington, D.C.: Land 
Trust Alliance, 2001).
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conservation value so that all current and future stakeholders (including the 
courts) will have clear insight into the reasons the land was initially protected, 
so as to avoid future problems related to interpretation and enforceability of 
the easement. 

Whenever possible, the conservation values stated in the whereas clauses 
should cite applicable governmental policies or programs designed to pro-
mote their protection. This not only makes the case for meeting the conser-
vation purposes test for the deductibility of charitable donations of conser-
vation easements under state and federal tax laws, it also substantiates the 
public benefit of the project, providing a public policy rational for enforc-
ing the easement against future challenges (Byers and Ponte 2005). Thus, 
whereas clauses should emphasize public and ecological values by, for ex-
ample, specifically mentioning if the property contains priority features or 
geographic areas identified by government supported programs such as the 
SWAP, the federal and state Endangered Species Act (ESA), Partners in 
Flight (PIF), U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) Joint Ventures, the 
Clean Water Act, Natural Heritage Programs, and so forth. Other important 
conservation programs may not technically be government supported yet are 
still designed to protect species and natural communities that are priorities 
identified by government programs. For example, TNC Ecoregional Assess-
ments are largely designed to conserve priority species and natural communi-
ties identified by Natural Heritage Programs, which are usually government 
supported. Thus, such programs should also be mentioned in the whereas 
clauses when appropriate.

Here are examples of how whereas clauses can be drafted using the informa-
tion gathered during the biological assessment process described in chapters 
five and six:

Indicate if the property is in a geographic area designated as a conservation 
priority by a government-sponsored conservation planning program (such as 
SWAPs or Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategies) or other conser-
vation planning initiatives (such as TNC Ecoregional Assessments) that target 
the protection of species or habitats recognized as conservation priorities by 
government agencies:

WHEREAS, the Property lies within the Alder Stream Focus Area, an 
area of statewide ecological significance identified in the Maine De-
partment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s Comprehensive Wildlife 
Conservation Strategy.

WHEREAS, the Property lies within the Paul Bunyan Forest Matrix 
Block, a 27,000 acre area of contiguous forest with few roads and 
intact interior forest ecosystem features, designated as a Tier-1 con-
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servation target in The Nature Conservancy’s 2006 Conservation 
Assessment for the North Appalachian/Acadian Ecoregion.

WHEREAS, the Property lies within an area identified as important 
for ecoregional connectivity according to a 2008 report titled “The 
Northern Appalachian/Acadian Ecoregion: Priority Locations for 
Conservation Action” by Two Countries–One Forest, a major Ca-
nadian-U.S. collaborative of conservation organizations, researchers, 
foundations, and conservation-minded individuals.

Indicate adjacency and proximity to public and nonprofit conservation lands 
(a conservation value recognized by the IRS Treasury Regulations as a factor in 
evaluating significant public benefit): 

WHEREAS, the Property is adjacent to, and thus increases the ecologi-
cally effective size of, the No Name Wilderness Area of the White 
Mountain National Forest and lies between, and in close proximity 
to, three other conserved properties protected by The Nature Conser-
vancy, Northeast Wilderness Trust, and The Society for the Protection 
of New Hampshire Forests; and . . .

Emphasize specific biological features on the property, particularly those 
identified as conservation priorities by government programs:

WHEREAS, the Property supports breeding populations of at least ten 
(10) species of birds recognized as conservation priorities by Partners 
in Flight, a consortium of governmental, academic, and nonprofit 
organizations dedicated to landbird conservation in North America.

WHEREAS, the Property supports breeding populations of at least three 
(3) species of birds listed in the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service’s “Birds 
of Conservation Concern 2008” report for the Atlantic Northern For-
ests Bird Conservation Region, including rusty blackbird, least bit-
tern, and olive-sided flycatcher.

WHEREAS, the Property contains populations of at least twenty-three 
(23) Species of Greatest Conservation Need identified in the Maine 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s Comprehensive Wild-
life Conservation Strategy.

WHEREAS, the Property contains rare natural communities tracked 
by the Maine Natural Areas Program, including the State Imper-
iled (S3) Hardwood River Terrace Forest and the State Rare (S2) 
Bluejoint Meadow and an Exemplary (B-ranked) occurrence of an 
Unpatterned Stream Drainage Fen Ecosystem.
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Because conservation easement documents are a public record, you may not 
wish to mention certain rare species by name that are susceptible to poaching 
or collection (rare orchids, butterflies, or herpetiles for example):

WHEREAS, the Property supports populations of State Imperiled (S2) 
and State Rare (S3) plant species tracked by the Maine Natural Areas 
Program and State Threatened animal species listed under the Maine 
Endangered Species Program administered by the Maine Depart-
ment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.

Mention priority habitats or other conservation targets identified in conser-
vation plans, such as SWAP and TNC Ecoregional Assessments:

WHEREAS, the Property contains Significant Wildlife Habitats de-
scribed in the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s 
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy including high and 
moderate value Freshwater Waterfowl/Wading Bird Habitat, high 
and moderate value Deer Wintering Areas, and significant Vernal 
Pools.

WHEREAS, the Property contains Critical Floodplain and Prior-
ity 1 Riparian Ecosystems identified in The Nature Conservancy’s 
2006 Conservation Assessment for the North Appalachian/Acadian 
Ecoregion.

Also mention potential priority species based on apparently suitable habitat 
or species that use the property seasonally or intermittently:

WHEREAS, the Property contains apparently suitable habitat for fifteen 
(15) animal species tracked by the Natural Heritage Program and 
known to occur in nearby areas.

WHEREAS, the Property provides or potentially provides suitable habi-
tat for many wide-ranging wildlife species of conservation interest 
including bobcat, American marten, black bear, moose, Canada lynx, 
and eastern wolf.

The justification for an easement should be broader than the existence of 
one or two rare species, which might disappear or recover. Mention other 
plants and animals not yet considered imperiled but whose decline is well doc-
umented, or exemplary occurrences of otherwise common natural communi-
ties, or habitat features that are somewhat limited or uncommon or known to 
be in decline:
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WHEREAS, the Property, which exists in a substantially undisturbed 
natural state, harbors a diversity of plant and animal life in an un-
usually broad range of habitats for a property of its size, including a 
cobble barrier beach and associated wetlands, nesting ledges, spruce-fir 
forest, and open meadows.

Mention water quality benefits, particularly those substantiated under Clean 
Water Act legislation and similar state laws:

WHEREAS, the Property contains seven (7) miles of Rocky Creek and 
its tributary streams and 115 acres of wetlands, which are under the 
jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers subject to Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act and the Maine Department of Environmental 
Protection subject to Chapter 310 of the Maine Natural Resources 
Protection Act.

WHEREAS, the property will protect a significant portion of the Rocky 
Creek watershed in a naturally forested condition, require compliance 
with best management practice for water quality protection, and pro-
tect a 300-foot forested buffer along all streams and wetlands, thereby 
contributing to the water quality and protection of significant aquatic 
habitat within Rocky Creek.

Perhaps the most important section of a conservation easement is the con-
servation purposes statement. It provides the touchstone for interpreting and 
enforcing the terms of the easement (Byers and Ponte 2005). There may be 
multiple purposes for a single easement, or in some cases, different purposes 
will apply to different zones of the easement area. Model easements provide 
examples of purpose language for different types of projects (farming, ranch-
ing, forestry, historical). Sweet Water Trust’s model provides the following 
conservation purpose language for biodiversity-, natural area-, and wilderness-
oriented applications.

PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this Easement to protect the Property as Forever 
Wild, to safeguard biological diversity by protecting the environ-
ments and ecological processes, including those described in the Whereas 
Clauses above, that support viable populations of native plants, ani-
mals, and other organisms, and to preserve and restore the wild quali-
ties and natural beauty of the Property as free from human distur-
bance, noise, artificial light, and pollution as practicable.
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In addition to informing the recitals section of a conservation easement, the 
biological report information is critical to drafting meaningful restrictions and 
reserved rights. First, the restrictions and reserved rights must actually protect 
the conservation values stated in the recitals. Make sure to incorporate the pro-
tection and management recommendations from the biologist’s report when 

drafting the restrictions and reserved 
rights, and if sufficient protections can-
not be achieved during the negotiation 
of easement language, then those con-
servation values should be removed from 
the recitals. For these reasons, it is highly 
recommended to have a biologist review 
a draft of the easement document to 
ensure consistency between the recitals 
and the restrictions and reserved rights 
sections. 

Some conservation values, such as 
grassland bird habitat, fire- or flood-de-
pendent natural communities, or natural 
communities that are highly susceptible 
to invasion by invasive species, may re-
quire proactive management to main-
tain. Because easements are primarily 
a prohibitive instrument (rather than a 
proactive management instrument), 
claiming such successional or potentially 

temporal habitats as protected conservation values should be done cautiously, 
and additional conservation values that are less temporal should be added to the 
recitals as much as possible. Projects that need extensive active management to 
maintain the conservation values should be considered for fee acquisition.

Preparing the Baseline Documentation Report

Baseline Documentation Reports (BDRs) are recommended for all easement 
and fee properties acquired by land trusts (Land Trust Standards and Prac-
tices, standard 10), and the IRS requires BDRs for conservation easements 
for which the donor intends to claim an income tax reduction. BDRs should 
provide “documentation sufficient to establish the condition of the property 
at the time of gift” (Treas. Reg. 1.170A-14[g][5][i]) and generally serve three 
primary functions:

DRAFTING EASEMENTS FOR  
A CHANGING WORLD

What if the significant biological conservation val-
ues of a conservation easement project degrade, 
disappear, or cease to be recognized as conservation 
priorities in the future? For example, an endangered 
species becomes extinct, the composition of a natu-
ral community changes due to climate change, or a 
rare species recovers and becomes common? Con-
servation easement projects usually contain a vari-
ety of significant conservation values, and these val-
ues should all be carefully considered and described 
when drafting easement documents. This way, even 
if some of the conservation values become obsolete, 
others will still justify the continued defense of the 
easement. For example, even if a rare species dis-
appears, the property can still serve other signifi-
cant conservation purposes, such as the protection 
of water quality, supplementing the effective size of 
adjacent or nearby conservation areas, or providing 
recreational, scenic, or other open space values.
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 1. Provide evidence to substantiate the conservation values and 
purposes claimed in the easement. 

 2. Establish the condition of the resources on the property that 
may be affected by the restrictions and reserved rights in the 
easement (providing a baseline condition necessary for moni-
toring future compliance with the terms of the easement).

 3. Serve as a summary file for organizational use (providing 
background information on the project purpose, acquisition 
history, and so on, so that stewardship personnel can efficient-
ly review the project information).

Biological reports can contribute to each of these functions. They are partic-
ularly useful for substantiating the conservation values of a project (Land Trust 
Standards and Practices, practice 10B), and they provide maps and descriptions 
of the “vegetation and identification of flora and fauna (including, for exam-
ple, rare species locations, animal breeding and roosting areas, and migration 
routes)” and “distinct natural features (such as large trees and aquatic areas)” as 
recommended in the Treasury Regulations (Sec. 1.170A-14[g][5][i][B]). 

Biological reports should be used to supplement a baseline documen-
tation report, but not as the report itself.

However, a lot more information is needed for a BDR that is not covered 
in a biological report, particularly information regarding man-made improve-
ments (roads, driveways, structures, fences, condition of property boundaries, 
etc.) and other information relevant to compliance monitoring and steward-
ship. Thus, biological reports should be used to supplement a BDR, but not as 
the BDR itself. The biologist can also be asked (or hired) to create a BDR for 
the property. However, baselines are best prepared by people who have experi-
ence with easement enforcement and stewardship, and the biologist’s experi-
ence in these areas should be considered.

Developing a Management Plan

According to Land Trust Standards and Practices (practice 12C), land trusts are 
required to prepare management plans for properties they own. For properties 
where the land trust simply holds the conservation easement (not the fee title), 
management plans may or may not be required. If they are required by the 
easement, it is usually the landowner’s (not the easement holder’s) responsibil-
ity to prepare the plan and conduct property management. Depending on the 
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terms of the easement, the management plan may or may not require the ease-
ment holder’s review or approval or require periodic revisions. 

Biodiversity-focused management plans use the results from biological as-
sessments to identify and prioritize conservation targets on the property (spe-
cies and natural communities, habitats, etc.). Such plans will typically identify 
and rank the threats to these targets (altered fire regimes, invasive plants, inap-
propriate grazing, or the potential exercise of a reserved right under the ease-
ment), actions to be taken to ameliorate these threats, and who will perform 
them. Plans may also include work schedules and budgets. 

More sophisticated plans will specify quantitative goals and measurable 
indicators to monitor success and inform adaptive management. They may 

measure the extent of actions taken (e.g., 
acres of shrubs mowed) and the resulting 
response of a conservation target (e.g., 
percent increase in the population of a 
rare grassland bird). However, manage-
ment plans for most land trust projects 
address a wider range of objectives be-
sides maintenance of biodiversity, such 
as the maintenance of roads, boundar-
ies, and gates; posting signs; conduct-
ing timber harvests, and so on. When a 
management plan includes biodiversity-
oriented goals, the information from the 
biological assessment is critical.

While it is relatively straightforward 
to protect biodiversity by using a con-
servation easement to restrict uses of 
the land, it is more difficult to compel 
a landowner to develop and carry out a 
management plan (particularly one de-

signed for a noncommercial purpose, such as maintaining biodiversity). How-
ever, easements can be (and often are) written to require the owner to produce 
a management plan as a condition of exercising certain reserved rights that (if 
not done correctly) have the potential to negatively affect the conservation val-
ues or purposes of the project, such as the right to build structures, log forests, 
clear fields, engage in agricultural activities, or even perform ecological restora-
tion, such as controlling invasive species or conducting prescribed burns.

Active property management to promote biodiversity values can be expen-
sive and time consuming. Ideally, land protection projects will contain relatively 
intact natural communities and ecological processes such that extensive active 

RESOURCES FOR MANAGEMENT PLANS

For more information on developing land manage-
ment plans, see:

•  Caring for Land Trust Properties by Hugh Brown 
and Andrew Pitz (Washington, D.C.: Land Trust Al-
liance, 2009).

•  The Open Standards for the Practice of Conser-
vation created by the Conservation Measures 
Partnership (CMP), a partnership of conservation 
organizations seeking to develop better ways to 
design, manage, and measure the impacts of con-
servation actions (www.conservationmeasures 
.org). 

•  The CMP worked with Benetech (a technology 
nonprofit) to develop Miradi software (https://
miradi.org). This software helps users apply the 
open standards to individual land conservation 
projects, including threat prioritization, develop-
ment of objectives and conservation actions, and 
selection of monitoring indicators. 
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management or restoration is not necessary. When proactive management for 
biodiversity is necessary, it is usually for controlling nonnative invasive species 
or compensating for the loss or alteration of an ecological process or natural 
disturbance regime. Thus, the most common management actions on land trust 
projects involve suppressing or eradicating invasive plants, restoring natural hy-
drology to streams and wetlands, conducting prescribed burns, or controlling 
the encroachment of woody vegetation into otherwise open areas, such as grass-
lands. Controlling recreational impacts is another common activity. 

For ambitious projects that require extensive management or restoration 
to maintain important biological features, it may be appropriate for the land 
trust to pursue outright purchase of fee title to the property instead of holding 
an easement. Even if the current landowner is eager to manage the land for 
biodiversity, future landowners might not be.

Conservation Easement Monitoring

In order for land trusts to qualify as conservation easement holders, the IRS 
requires that they “have a commitment to protect the conservation purposes of 
the donation” (Treas. Reg. 1.170-A-14[c][1]). To demonstrate this commit-
ment, the land trust must regularly interact with the owners to remind them 
of the easement restrictions, regularly visit and monitor the property to en-
sure compliance, and enforce the easement when the terms are violated. Land 
Trust Standards and Practices recommends that easements are monitored for 
compliance at least annually and that detailed written records of the visit are 
maintained by the land trust, usually resulting in a monitoring report (practice 
11C). The baseline document report and previous 
monitoring reports are used as background infor-
mation during the visit to determine what changes 
have occurred on the property. 

This type of compliance monitoring differs 
from the type of monitoring that biologists of-
ten equate with the term. Biologists usually think 
of ecological monitoring, which involves taking 
repeated quantitative measurements over time, such as tracking the abun-
dance of a certain species or the vegetative structure of a natural community 
before and after a management treatment (effects monitoring), or over years 
or decades to detect long-term trends (surveillance monitoring). While ef-
fects monitoring is helpful for informing adaptive management plans and 
surveillance monitoring is important for advancing science, these quantita-
tive types of monitoring are usually beyond the organizational capacity of 

RESOURCE FOR EASEMENT  
STEWARDSHIP

For more information on easement monitoring, see 
Conservation Easement Stewardship by Renee J. 
Bouplon and Brenda Lind (Washington, D.C.: Land 
Trust Alliance, 2008).
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land trusts to perform, and easements are deliberately written to avoid such 
burdensome monitoring requirements. When a land trust project does in-
volve quantitative types of monitoring, it is usually called for by a manage-
ment plan (not the easement).

While easement compliance monitoring typically does not require a biolo-
gist, it is still useful to have a biologist periodically inspect an easement prop-
erty to assess the general outcome of protection and management efforts and 
identify new or updated management needs. This may involve revisiting a rare 
natural community to comment on its condition; relocating a rare species or 
trying to find new ones; or searching for signs of overgrazing, lack of fire, shrub 
encroachment in grasslands, altered hydrology in wetlands, or new occurrences 
of invasive species.  The original biological analysis and inventory report can 
provide a baseline and background information for this purpose.

Land trusts that are interested in conducting quantitative ecological moni-
toring to inform adaptive management, or for the general purpose of advancing 
science, should consult or collaborate with other organizations that specialize 
in such research, such as regional bird observatories, universities, or citizen 
science projects. Designing meaningful ecological monitoring programs is no-
toriously difficult and collaborating with experts will ensure that monitoring 
efforts are more productive and the results are more useful. 

Conclusion

We are experiencing one of the greatest species extinction events in the earth’s 
history and the first due to human actions. The major cause of this biodiversity 
crisis is habitat destruction, most of which occurs on private land. Land trusts 
can help conserve biodiversity by working cooperatively with willing land-
owners to protect significant habitat on private lands for the public good. But 
meaningful protection requires good information; simply placing a conserva-
tion easement on a piece of land doesn’t mean that its important biological 
features have been protected. 

Land trusts must work strategically to make the best use of funds and serve 
the public’s interest, and for biodiversity conservation, this means focusing 
on species, natural communities, and landscapes that have been identified as 
priorities by government-supported conservation programs. The biological 
assessment process outlined in this handbook provides guidance on how to 
document such features on a property and use the information for project se-
lection and fundraising, as well as drafting conservation easements, baseline 
documents, and management plans. In addition to ensuring that the biological 
conservation values of a land protection project are maximized, this process 
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can also help to defend the tax benefits for the landowner and the long-term 
enforceability of conservation easements.

The recent explosion in the land trust movement represents a beautiful cul-
mination of communities realizing that a future with less nature is not a future 
they want, and then coming together to work cooperatively with their neigh-
bors to save something they love—for their grandkids, for the greater good, 
and for nature itself. I hope this book helps.
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